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SYOE 8.1 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Controlling the shape of Nanogaps for single molecular con-
tacts manufactured by directed Electromigration — •Victor
Marinov, Arne Hoppe, and Veit Wagner — School of Engineering
and Science, International University Bremen, Campus Ring 8, 28759
Bremen, Germany

Controlled fabrication of nanogaps separating two metal electrodes are
of crucial importance for single molecule electronics. Among others,
electromigration is a well-known technique to form such nanogaps with
the inherent advantage to allow for an additional gate electrode. We
report on a study to control the shape and the geometry of nanogaps
in gold nano-wires on silicon oxide, which also serves as an insulator to
the third electrode. We present a new approach, which allows forming
of well-defined self-centered nanogaps by using an AC current source
as well as asymmetric gap-formation in case a DC current source is ap-
plied. Combining both techniques with an intelligent active feed-back
loop for the applied voltage in dependence of the measured conduc-
tivity allows to get control over a wide range of different shapes of
the junction as well as on the height profile of the resulting pair of
electrodes. This approach has proven to be extremely robust against
initial wire width and yields nanogaps of very well defined mesoscopic
shape at room temperature.

SYOE 8.2 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Chemical Bonding and Charge Distribution at Metallic and
Molecular Nanocontacts — •Cosima Schuster and Udo Schwin-
genschlögl — Institut für Physik, Universität Augsburg, 86135 Augs-
burg

Electrical properties of metallic nanocontacts or molecular devices are
addressed by the transport through a central atom or a molecule sand-
wiched between metallic electrodes. The resulting transport character-
istics reflects both the metal-molecule contact and the molecule itself.
The features of a nanocontact device strongly depend on the local elec-
tronic structure at the different molecular sites. Details of the chemi-
cal bonding, such as hybridization or charge transfer hence play a key
role for understanding the device, and structural relaxation due to the
metal-molecule contact has to be taken into consideration. We investi-
gate the local electronic structure for various aluminium nanocontact
geometries and the gold-dithiolbenzene transport interface. Our in-
vestigations result in two characteristic features: the suppression of
hybridization and the violation of charge neutrality at the neck of the
contact. Since both features trace back to the spacial restriction of
the crystal structure due to the contact, they are typical of metallic
nanocontacts in general. The influence of the particular shape of the
nanocontact and the experimental setup is discussed. Especially, for
the gold-dithiolbenzene transport interface we find that the local DOS
at carbon sites without sulfur bonding almost vanishes at the Fermi
energy, which explains the experimental observation of an insulating
state.

SYOE 8.3 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Electrostatic trapping of individual polymer molecules be-
tween microfabricated electrodes — •Aleksandar Ivanov, Arne
Hoppe, Jürgen Fritz, and Veit Wagner — International University
Bremen, D-28759, Bremen, Germany (Jacobs University Bremen, as
of Spring 2007)

Reliable deposition of single molecules between electrodes is a crucial
step in the fabrication of molecular electronic devices. We report on
an approach for deposition and electrostatic trapping of conducting
polymers in solution followed by electrical measurements. Here we
used regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), a polymer with an
average chain length of 250 nm. Microfabricated interdigitated Au
electrodes on silicon oxide (channel length of 200 nm, 100 nm) fabri-
cated by e-beam lithography are dipped in a highly diluted polymer
solution. During dipping a moderate DC voltage (0 ... 3 V) was ap-
plied. The dipping was followed by electrical measurements performed
in air. Low current levels (< 50 pA) were recorded without an ap-
plied field during dipping. A significant increase of the current across
the electrodes up to several 100 nA upon application of external DC
fields in solution revealed the trapping of a low number of conduct-
ing polymers. Surprisingly the current level kept changing for several
minutes before it stabilized. These changes depended strongly on the

polarity of the applied voltage during dipping and are interpreted as
rearrangement of polymer chains under applied voltage. The effect of
field strength and polarity on trapping efficiency as well as the depen-
dence of current on the number of molecules and channel length will
be discussed.

SYOE 8.4 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Measurement of charge transport through a polymer in
a molecular junction at a solid-liquid interface — •Stefan
Eilers1, Frank Dierschke2, Klaus Müllen2, and Jürgen Rabe1

— 1Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany — 2Max Planck Insti-
tute for Polymer Research Mainz, Germany

The charge transport in molecules is essential for future applications
in molecular electronics. Here, charge transport measurements on a
metal-polymer-metal-system are presented. For the measurement gold
electrodes, which are produced by electron beam lithography with a
gap of 50 nm, are applied. Chains of polycarbazole, longer than 100
nm, are used to bridge the gap. The polymer is adsorbed from so-
lution partly onto the electrodes and onto the substrate between the
electrodes. I-V-characteristics are measured. Asymmetric characteris-
tics are obtained potentially due to non-symmetric arrangement and
adsorption of the polymer between the electrodes. The characteristics
can be described by a model which treats the polymer as a resistor
with a voltage dependent conductance and which takes into account
the particular interfaces of the junction as barriers

SYOE 8.5 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Two–Photon Photoemission Spectra of Heterogeneous Elec-
tron Transfer — •Dmitry Tsivlin1, Lars Gundlach2, Frank
Willig3, and Volkhard May1 — 1Institut für Physik, Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin, Newtonstraße 15, 12489 Berlin, Germany —
2Dynamik von Grenzflächenreaktionen, Hahn-Meitner-Institut Berlin,
Glienicker Straße 100, 14109 Berlin, Germany — 3Department TH,
Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin

Heterogeneous electron transfer from dye molecules into the conduc-
tion band continuum of TiO2 has received considerable interest re-
cently. It has been suggested that signatures of vibrational dynamics
related to the dye can be distinguished in the photoelectron emission
spectra measured shortly after the charge transfer process [1].

In the present study we simulate the time– and energy–resolved spec-
tra of electrons emitted from the TiO2 rutile surface with attached
perylene derivatives. The interplay of the molecule and crystal contri-
butions to the spectrum is discussed within a simple tight–binding
model. Taking into account the finite escape depth and phonon–
induced dephasing of the electrons inside the crystal an interpretation
of the experimentally observed non–exponential photoemission signal
decay on the femtosecond time–scale is proposed [2].

[1] L. Wang, V.May, R. Ernstorfer, L. Gundlach and F. Willig,
Springer Series in Chemical Physics Vol.87 (Springer-Verlag, submit-
ted). [2] L. Gundlach, R. Ernstorfer, and F. Willig, Phys. Rev. B 74,
035324 (2006).

SYOE 8.6 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Quantum chemical calculations of PTCDA and NTCDA ad-
sorbates on Ag(110) — •A. Abbasi1,2, R. Scholz1, and M.
Schreiber2 — 1Walter Schottky Institut, Technische Universität
München — 2Institut für Physik, Technische Universität Chemnitz

The interactions between small Ag(110) clusters and a single NTCDA
or PTCDA molecule are investigated with different ab initio tech-
niques. As both Hartree-Fock (HF) theory and density functional the-
ory (DFT) with a gradient-corrected density functional do not contain
any correlation energy reproducing the van-der-Waals interaction, we
compare these approaches with the fastest numerical technique where
the leading term of the van-der-Waals interaction is included, i.e. sec-
ond order Møller-Plesset theory (MP2). Both HF and DFT result in
bended optimized geometries where the adsorbate is interacting mainly
via the oxygen atoms, with the core of the molecule repelled from the
substrate. Only at the MP2 level, the inclusion of the major part of
the attractive van-der-Waals interaction brings the adsorbate back to
an arrangement close to parallel to the substrate. With respect to ex-
perimental data obtained on Ag(111), the calculated distance between
adsorbate and substrate is somewhat smaller, indicating that the open
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Ag(110) surface interacts more strongly with the organic compounds.
This is consistent with the fact that only Ag(110) induces a brickwall
unit cell of the adsorbate, a clear sign for a particularly large adsorp-
tion energy. The resulting model geometries are analysed in terms
of cohesive energy, Mulliken charges, core level shifts, and vibrational
properties.

SYOE 8.7 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Structural properties and scanning tunneling data of a mono-
layer of PTCDA on the Ag(111) surface — •Michael Rohlfing
— Fachbereich Physik, Universität Osnabrück

The adsorption of a monolayer of 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-
dianhydride (PTCDA) on the Ag(111) surface constitutes one of
the best studied adsorption systems of organic molecules on metals
[1]. Here we present density-functional calculations of this proto-
typical systems, yielding detailed insight into its structural proper-
ties. Using the local-density approximation as the best choice for
the exchange-correlation functional, we discuss the bond lengths in-
side the molecules, their distortion due to adsorption, and their po-
sition and orientation relative to the substrate and to each other.
Based on the obtained geometric and electronic structure we calcu-
late scanning-tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy data within the
Tersoff-Hamann framework. To this end, two-dimensional Fourier
transform methods and spatial extrapolation techniques are employed
to evaluate the sample wave functions at the tip position. We obtain
constant-current images and spectral data that reveal detailed infor-
mation about the electronic structure of the system.

[1] A. Kraft, R. Temirov, S. K. M. Henze, S. Soubatch, M. Rohlfing,
and F. S. Tautz, Phys. Rev. B 74, 041402(R) (2006).

SYOE 8.8 Tue 18:00 Poster B
X-ray studies of structure and crystallinity of Poly(3-
hexylthiophene) — •Siddharth Joshi1, Souren Grigorian1, Ull-
rich Pietsch1, Achmad Zen2, and Dieter Neher2 — 1Festkörper-
physik, Universität Siegen, Siegen, Germany — 2Institut für Physik,
Universität Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany

Poly (3-hexylthiophene) P3HT is one of the most promising π-
conjugated polymers used in polymer-electronics and exhibits rela-
tively high charge carrier mobility. Our studies are focussed on the
investigation of the structural order and the degree of crystallinity of
semi-crystalline films with thickness ˜ 50 nm of low-and high-molecular
weights materials. Various x-ray scattering geometries have been used
in order to determine the vertical and lateral crystalline structures of
P3HT films. Based on additional investigations using AFM and TEM
we concluded that the thin film of low molecular weight fraction sam-
ples consist of highly ordered crystallites with ribbon- or whiskers-
like structures embedded in an amorphous matrix. Further, the small
charge-carrier mobility in low-Mw films is mainly due to the charge-
carriers scattering in the amorphous region. In contrast, the higher
mobility in high-Mw fraction can be explained by the fact that this
fraction consists of small partially-ordered domains where the chains
either folded back into the disordered phase, or interconnect into neigh-
bouring domains creating an efficient inter-chain transport. Also, we
have determined the degree of crystallinity for low-and- high molecu-
lar weight fractions utilising Ruland’s method indicating an increase
of crystallinity with increasing the concentration of polymer samples.

SYOE 8.9 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Electrical Conduction in Semiconducting Thin Films of (Par-
tially) Fluorinated Phthalocyanines — •Harry Brinkmann1,
Christian Kelting1, Olga Tsaryova2, Dieter Wöhrle2, and
Derck Schlettwein1 — 1Institut für Angewandte Physik, Justus-
Liebig-Universität Gießen, 35392 Gießen — 2Institut für Organische
und Makromolekulare Chemie, Universität Bremen, 28334 Bremen

Partially fluorinated phthalocyanines with two fluorine atoms in each
benzene ring of the ligand (F8Pc) or phthalocyanines with one fluo-
rine atom in each benzene ring (F4Pc) represent molecules with inter-
esting intermediate characteristics between the p-type unsubstituted
phthalocyanines F0Pc and the n-type perfluorinated F16Pc as seen in,
e.g. semiempirical quantum chemical calculations and also in photo-
electron spectroscopy experiments. We report here about the growth
of zinc and copper complexes of F16Pc, F8Pc, F4Pc and F0Pc on
organic and inorganic insulating substrates suitable for OFET appli-
cations. The development of the electrical conduction was studied
in-situ during film growth and the results are discussed with respect
to the growth mode of films. In a number of cases the formation of
an ultrathin conductive layer in the monolayer range could be estab-

lished, typically followed by a reorganization towards island growth
(Stranski-Krastanov growth mechanism).

SYOE 8.10 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Structural and electronic properties of highly ordered CuPc
thin films on differently passivated vicinal silicon surfaces —
•Gianina Gavrila1, Teodor Toader1, Stefan Seifert1, Walter
Braun2, and Dietrich Zahn1 — 1Chemnitz University of Technology,
Semiconductors Physics Department, D-09107 Chemnitz — 2BESSY
GmbH, Albert-Einstein-Straße15, D-12489, Berlin

One intriguing way of controlling the orientation of organic molecules
on inorganic substrates is by designing the geometric structure of the
substrate surface, e.g. by the steps and terraces of vicinal surfaces.
Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure investigations of Cop-
per Phthalocyanine (CuPc) deposition on differently passivated vicinal
Si(111)-7x7 surfaces revealed that the molecular orientation of CuPc
molecules can be controlled by different substrate pretreatment. On
hydrogen passivated vicinal Si(111)-7x7 the individual CuPc molecules
adopt a standing upright geometry and form structures aligned paral-
lel to the step edges on the substrate. In contrast, on antimony (Sb)-
passivated vicinal Si(111) surfaces columns of CuPc are again predom-
inantly parallel to the step edge direction but the individual molecules
are lying flat on the terraces. The electronic properties of such highly
ordered CuPc thin films is revealed by means of photoemission spec-
troscopy (PES). Photon energy dependent measurements performed on
thin CuPc films deposited onto Sb passivated vicinal silicon surfaces
revealed an intermolecular energy band dispersion of about 0.25 eV
for the highest occupied molecular orbitals. The NEXAFS and PES
results are correlated with scanning tunnelling microscopy images.

SYOE 8.11 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Ballistic Electron Transport through titanylphthalocyanine
films — •Soner Özcan1, Jürgen Smoliner1, Max Andrews1,
Gottfried Strasser1, Thomas Dienel2, Robert Franke2, and
Torsten Fritz2 — 1Inst. fürrFestkörperelektronik, TU-Wien, Aus-
tria — 2Inst. für angewandte Photophysik, TU-Dresden, Germany

In this article, Au/titanylphthalocyanine/GaAs diodes incorporat-
ing ultra smooth thin films of the archetypal organic semiconductor
Titanylphthalocyanine were investigated by Ballistic Electron Emis-
sion Microscopy/Spectroscopy (BEEM/S). To guarantee good inter-
nal sample resistance and optimized BEEM signals, molecular beam
epitaxial (MBE) grown GaAs samples were used as substrates. On
these substrates, TiOPc-films were grown with organic MBE. Finally,
a 7 nm Au layer was evaporated on the samples. Our BEEM images
indicate that the molecular beam epitaxial grown organic films have a
very homogeneous transmission compared to simple evaporated films
organic films. Analyzing the BEEM spectra we find that the TiOPc in-
creases the BEEM threshold voltage compared to reference Au/GaAs
diodes. The Schottky barrier heights were measured for various tem-
peratures and show an approximately linear increase from 1.2 eV at
room temperature to 1.5 eV at T=10K

SYOE 8.12 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Experimental measurements and calculations of electronic
structure of organic semiconductor copper phthalocyanine —
•Olga Molodtsova1, Victor Aristov1,2, Volodymyr Maslyuk3,
Denis Vyalikh4, Victor Zhilin2, Yurii Ossipyan2, Thomas
Bredow5, Ingrid Mertig3, and Martin Knupfer1 — 1IFW Dres-
den, D-01069 Dresden, Germany — 2Institute of Solid State Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow distr., 142432,
Russia — 3Martin-Luther-Universität at Halle-Wittenberg, Fachbere-
ich Physik, Germany — 4Institute of Solid State Physics, TU Dresden,
D-01069 Dresden, Germany — 5Institute for Physical and Theoretical
Chemistry, Bonn University, D-53115 Bonn, Germany

The filled and unoccupied electronic states of the organic semiconduc-
tor copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) have been determined using a com-
bination of experimental and theoretical techniques, by means of direct
and resonant photoemission, near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure
and quantum-chemical calculations at density-functional level. The ex-
perimentally obtained electronic states of CuPc are in excellent agree-
ment with the results of ab initio density of states, allowing to derive
the detailed site specific information. Our results are of general im-
portance for understanding and tailoring of novel electronic properties,
which may be achieved by, e.g. functionalisation or doping of phthalo-
cyanines. The proposed approach to establish the site, element, and
angular-momentum character specific electronic structure, especially
of empty states, may readily be applied to other organic semiconduc-
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tors.

SYOE 8.13 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Chemistry and electronic properties of metal-organic semi-
conductor interfaces: Fe and Co on CuPc — •Victor
Aristov1,2, Olga Molodtsova1, Yurii Ossipyan2, Bryan Doyle3,
Stefano Nannarone3,4, and Martin Knupfer1 — 1IFW Dresden,
D-01069 Dresden, Germany — 2Institute of Solid State Physics, Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, Moscow distr., 142432, Rus-
sia — 3TASC-INFM Laboratory, Area Science Park, Basovizza, I-
34012 Trieste, Italy — 4Dipartimento di Ingegneria dei Materiali ed
Amb., Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia

The creation of a spin transistor based on a semiconductor was pro-
posed in 1990 by Datta and Das [1]. Nowadays the attractive idea to
create a spin-transistor based on an organic semiconductor thin film
(OMTF) has been proposed. The main problem in the development of
such a device is to produce ferromagnetic metallic contacts as an injec-
tor of spin-polarized electrons into OMTF and as a drain of these spin-
polarized electrons from the channel. This problem could be solved by
fabrication and investigation of contacts such as Fe (Co, Ni) thin films
to an OMTF. In this contribution we present the results of extensive
investigations of chemistry and electronic properties of the interface
formation between Fe(Co) and the archetypical organic semiconductor
copper phthalocyanine (CuPc). The studies were performed by means
of core-level and valence-band high-resolution photoemission electron
spectroscopy as well as by near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure
and using the synchrotron radiation facility ELETTRA (Italy). [1] S.
Datta and B. Das, Appl. Phys. Lett. 56, 665 (1990).

SYOE 8.14 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Engineering of the energy level alignment in silicon/organic
and silicon/metal heterostructures by methyl-termination of
Si(111) — •Ralf Hunger1, Bengt Jäckel1, Taek Lim1, Tet-
suya Osaka2, Daisuke Niwa2, Lauren Webb3, Nathan Lewis3, and
Wolfram Jaegermann1 — 1Institut für Materialwissenschaften, TU
Darmstadt — 2Waseda University, Tokyo — 3CalTech, Pasadena

For optimizing the charge transport across inorganic / organic phase
boundaries in hybrid devices, the control over the relative position of
the respective electron energy levels is of utmost importance. We have
studied the effect of the methyl-termination on the energy level align-
ment of Si(111)-CH3/ZnPc and Si(111)-CH3/Ag, Cu, and Au inter-
faces. The methyl-terminated Si(111) surface is an interesting model
system as it allows for chemical and electronic surface passivation with
100% organic coverage and a high degree of ordering [Hunger et al.,
Phys. Rev. B 72, 045317 (2005)].

The interfaces were prepared by stepwise evaporation in vacuum
and subsequent characterization by synchrotron photoelectron spec-
troscopy at BESSY 2. We observed a modification of the energy
level alignment for Si / ZnPc and Si / Ag interfaces by the methyl-
termination by about +0.3 eV and -0.2 eV, respectively. These mod-
ifications can be understood by an interface dipole in case of the sil-
icon/methyl/organic dye contact, and a lowering of the metal work
funtion effect for the silicon/methyl/Ag junction.

SYOE 8.15 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Investigation of interlayers at the organic-metal interface by
laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
— •Sebastian Scholz, Qiang Huang, Karsten Walzer, and Karl
Leo — Institut für Angewandte Photophysik, Technische Universität
Dresden, D-01062 Dresden

Since Tang and VanSlyke invented the first efficient OLED, much work
was done to improve organic semiconductor device characteristics.
Hereby, the behavior of the interfaces between the organics and the
metals used as anode and cathode is still an open question. We inves-
tigate these metal/organic and organic/metal interfaces with laser des-
orption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LDI-TOF-MS)
and discuss differences between them. The main advantages of this
technique are the possibilities to analyze undestroyed molecules, to
trace impurities, degradation products, and photo-chemical reaction
products as well as metal-organic adducts on organic semiconductor
thin films. We study commonly used metals like Ag and Al as bottom
and top contacts and different hole and electron transport materials
like MeO-TPD and BPhen. We find that organic materials evaporated
onto previously deposited metals create a sharp interface without fur-
ther reactions, while the evaporation of ”hot” metal onto organic films
may cause chemical reactions within the underlying organic material.
This leads to improved electron injection into gap states of electron

transport materials from the top metal contact, while for the injection
of holes, a sharp interface without chemically modified interlayers is
beneficial.

SYOE 8.16 Tue 18:00 Poster B
The effect of fluorination on pentacene/Au interface ener-
getics and charge reorganization energy — •Antje Vollmer1,
Steffen Duhm2, Youichi Sakamoto3, Toshiyasu Suzuki3, and
Norbert Koch2 — 1BESSY GmbH, Berlin, Germany — 2Humboldt-
Universität zu Berlin, Inst. f. Physik, Berlin, Germany — 3Inst. f.
Molecular Science, Okazaki, Japan

The energy level alignment between conjugated organic semicon-
ductors and metals is a key factor determining the performance of
organic-based electronic devices. Hole injection barriers (HIB) at or-
ganic/metal interfaces can be directly determined by ultraviolet pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (UPS), while angle-resolved UPS allows to
asses molecular orientations at surfaces. Using these methods we
investigated interfaces between two prototypical organic semiconduc-
tors, pentacene (PEN) and perfluoropentacene (PFP), and Au(111).
PEN and PFP are used in organic field-effect transistors with high
hole (PEN) and electron (PFP) mobility. The present AR-UPS study
highlights with unprecedented accuracy the effects of perfluoration (of
PEN) on the interface energy levels, and of molecular layer thickness
on interface energetics. The HIB for the monolayer of each organic ma-
terial on Au was almost identical, despite the very different ionization
energy of PEN and PFP. We also found distinctly different molecular
level energies against layer thicknesses, attributed to different polariza-
tion energies. UPS for monolayers of the two organic materials corrob-
orated that the charge reorganization energy of PEN/Au(111) is larger
than for PEN in the gas phase, and even larger for PFP/Au(111).

SYOE 8.17 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Electronic structure of the organic semiconductor blend
C60/CuPc — •Andreas Opitz1, Markus Bronner1, Wolf-
gang Brütting1, Marcel Himmerlich2, Juergen A. Schaefer2,
and Stefan Krischok2 — 1Institut für Physik, Universität Augs-
burg, 86135 Augsburg, Germany — 2Institut für Physikund Insti-
tut für Mikro- und Nanotechnologien, TechnischeUniversität Ilmenau,
P.O. Box 100565, 98684 Ilmenau, Germany

Mixed organic materials are widely used for ambipolar organicfield-
effect transistors (OFETs) and photovoltaic cells (OPVCs). One par-
ticular material system used in both device types is a blend of n-
conducting fullerene (C60) and p-conducting copper-phthalocyanine
(CuPc) prepared by co-evaporation.

The electronic properties of these blends deposited on a gold elec-
trode were analysed by X-ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spec-
troscopy in dependence on the mixing ratio. The energies of the highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO), the core levels and the vacuum
level are found to vary with the mixing ratio. This energy shift is re-
lated to the common work function in the molecular blend which varies
linearly with the mixing ratio between the values of the neat materials.
As reported in the literature for layered systems there is no evidence
for a chemical reaction of these two materials in blend systems.

SYOE 8.18 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Study of reactions at the interface P(VDF/TrFE)/Al and
P(VDF/TrFE)/PEDOT:PSS — •Dipankar Mandal, Klaus
Mueller, Olaf Seifarth, Patrick Hoffman, Karsten Henkel, and
Dieter Schmeisser — Brandenburgisch Technische Universität Cot-
tbus, Angewandte physik/Sensorik, 03046 Cottbus

Due to potential use in non volatile memory application,
Poly(vinylidene fluoride/trifluoroethylene) (P(VDF-TrFE)) is a great
deal of interest, especially to produce organic field effect tran-
sistors (OFET). Right now it was found that Aluminum is one
of the cost-effective inorganic electrode candidate. On the other
hand, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate) (PE-
DOT:PSS) shows promising behavior for the application as organic
electrode. In part of our investigations we have systematically studied
surface interactions of organic ferroelectric thin films (P(VDF-TrFE))
with inorganic (Al) and organic layers (PEDOT:PSS). By X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is has been found that there is a inter-
facial reaction with Al and the copolymer. In contrast, for electrodes,
made of PEDOT: PSS, we found not such kind of behavior. In this
case, we found no evidence for any surface reaction. Furthermore, we
present our results concerning the orientation of permanent dipoles in
the co-polymer (formed between hydrogen and fluorine atom). Here,
we use Near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) analysis
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at the U 49/2 - PGM2 beam line of the BESSY-II Synchrotron. This
work is supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) within
priority program 1157 (DSCH 745/11-1).

SYOE 8.19 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Ballistic Electron Transport through titanylphthalocyanine
films — •Soner Özcan1, Jürgen Smoliner1, Max Andrews1,
Gottfried Strasser1, Thomas Dienel2, Robert Franke2, and
Torsten Fritz2 — 1Inst. fürrFestkörperelektronik, TU-Wien, Aus-
tria — 2Inst. für angewandte Photophysik, TU-Dresden, Germany

In this poster, Au/titanylphthalocyanine/GaAs diodes incorporat-
ing ultra smooth thin films of the archetypal organic semiconductor
Titanylphthalocyanine were investigated by Ballistic Electron Emis-
sion Microscopy/Spectroscopy (BEEM/S). To guarantee good inter-
nal sample resistance and optimized BEEM signals, molecular beam
epitaxial (MBE) grown GaAs samples were used as substrates. On
these substrates, TiOPc-films were grown with organic MBE. Finally,
a 7 nm Au layer was evaporated on the samples. Our BEEM images
indicate that the molecular beam epitaxial grown organic films have a
very homogeneous transmission compared to simple evaporated films
organic films. Analyzing the BEEM spectra we find that the TiOPc in-
creases the BEEM threshold voltage compared to reference Au/GaAs
diodes. The Schottky barrier heights were measured for various tem-
peratures and show an approximately linear increase from 1.2 eV at
room temperature to 1.5 eV at T=10K

SYOE 8.20 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Investigation of the charge carrier injection in pentacene
transistors with modified contacts — •Peter Nill1, Norbert
Koch2, and Jens Pflaum1 — 1Universität Stuttgart, 3. Phys. In-
stitut, 70550 Stuttgart, Germany — 2HU Berlin, Institut für Physik,
12489 Berlin, Germany

A crucial aspect concerning the performance of thin-film field-effect
transistors (TFTs) is the charge carrier injection across the interface
between the metal contacts and the molecular layer. Recently, we [1]
pointed out that the position of electronic states contributing to charge
injection depends on the respective molecular orientation as well as on
possible molecular overlayers on the metal surface. Based on this obser-
vation we present our current investigation on the possibility to exploit
this effect in order to alter the injection characteristics in pentacene-
based TFTs with bottom-contact geometry. In our approach, we pre-
pare by thermal treatment an additional molecular monolayer on top of
the Au contacts, whereas the SiO2 channel region remains uncovered.
A 30nm thick pentacene film is then thermally deposited onto this
structure as the TFT’s active transport layer. Electronic characterisa-
tion reveals a significant enhancement of the saturation current by up
to one order of magnitude for TFTs with modified versus those with
un-modified metal contacts. As the measured hole mobility remains
the same for both transistor structures we will discuss the observa-
tion of an enhanced saturation current in the context of an effective
lowering of the contact resistance.

[1] N. Koch, et al., Organic Electronics 7 (2006) 537.

SYOE 8.21 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Improved sheet conductance in pentacene field-effect transis-
tors using thiol and selenol modified electrodes — •Claudia
Bock1, Duy Vu Pham1, Ulrich Kunze1, Daniel Käfer2, Gregor
Witte2, and Christof Wöll2 — 1Werkstoffe und Nanoelektronik,
Ruhr-Universität Bochum, D-44780 Bochum — 2Physikalische Chemie
I, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, D-44780 Bochum

In this work we demonstrate that a thiol and selenol treatment of the
metal electrodes in bottom-contact pentacene field-effect transistors
leads to an improved film homogeneity in the channel region, to a re-
duced trap-density and an improved sheet conductance. The devices
consist of Ti/Au (1 nm/20 nm) electrodes prepared on an SiO2 di-
electrics (d = 40 nm) which is thermally grown on a highly doped
silicon substrate. The channel length was varied from L = 3 µm to L
= 100 µm. The electrodes are modified by self-assembled monolayers
of anthracene-2-thiol (AnT) and anthracene-2-selenol(AnS). Finally, a
thin pentacene film is deposited in a molecular-beam deposition cham-
ber (T = 65 ◦C). An untreated transistor acts as a reference sam-
ple. Two-terminal measurements for transistors with different channel
length are used to separate the channel from the contact resistance.
The contact resistance of the treated transistors are comparable to
those of the reference sample, whereas the sheet-resistance of the chan-
nel is reduced up to one order of magnitude. The effecitve mobility
µeff of the transistors treated in AnT (estimated from the linear re-

gion of the output characteristic) is corrected to µcor = 0.25 cm2/Vs
by considering the contact resistance.

SYOE 8.22 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Contact resistances in organic field effect transistors —
•Nicolas Spethmann, Elizabeth von Hauff, and Jürgen Parisi
— Department of Physics, Energy and Semiconductor Research Labo-
ratory, Carl von Ossietzky University of Oldenburg, 26111 Oldenburg,
Germany

In this study organic Field-Effect-Transistors (oFETs) are used to in-
vestigate the transport properties of charge carriers in organic semicon-
ductors. From the current-voltage characteristics material parameters
such as the mobility µFET can be extracted. The extracted parameters
have to be corrected for contact resistances, as these can dominate the
overall behavior of an oFET. It is also important to get an improved
understanding of the physical mechanisms at a metal/organic semicon-
ductor contact for applications such as organic photovoltaics. In this
study we use two different approaches to isolate the contact resistance
of an oFET from the channel resistance. Firstly, the channel length of
the oFET was varied for different devices; while the contact resistance
remains constant, the channel resistance scales according to the chan-
nel length. Thus it is possible to extract the contact resistance. How-
ever, the deviations from device to device can complicate this analysis.
Furthermore one cannot differentiate between the contact resistance at
source and drain. These disadvantages can be overcome by the second
approach: A gated four-probe structure was used to directly measure
the voltage drop at the source and the drain in an operating tran-
sistor. The organic semiconductors used were poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).

SYOE 8.23 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Initial growth of evaporated copper phthalocyanine thin-
films - — •Biswas Indro1, Peisert Heiko1, Nagel Mathias1, Casu
Maria Benedetta1, Schuppler Stefan2, Nagel Peter2, Pelle-
grin Eric2,3, and Chassé Thomas1 — 1Institut für Physikalische und
Theoretische Chemie, Universität Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 8,
72076 Tübingen, Germany — 2Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Insti-
tut für Festkörperphysik, P. O. Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany
— 3Consorcio para la Construcción, Equipamiento y Explotación del
Laboratorio de Luz de Sincrotrón, P. O. Box 68, 08193 Bellaterra
(Barcelona), Spain

The growth of copper phthalocyanine thin films evaporated on poly-
crystalline gold is examined in detail, using near-edge x-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy and surface-sensitive x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy (SXPS). Measurements were done at the
Angstroemquelle Karlsruhe ANKA (WERA beamline). The molecular
orientation of thin-films between 0.2 to 3 nm thickness was examined,
focussing on the layers directly at the interface. By utilising the differ-
ent surface sensitivities of both methods, it was possible to distinguish
between the uppermost layer and the layer directly at the interface to
gold. It was found that about three layers at the interface grow parallel
to the substrate surface, whereas subsequent molecules are perpendic-
ular oriented. Thus, the buried interfacial layer(s) in thin film systems
can be differently oriented compared to the majority of molecules.

SYOE 8.24 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Conductivity of transparent Indium-Tin-Oxide-
nanoparticle/polymer composite layers — •Norman
Mechau1, Anna Prodi-Schwab2, and Roland Schmechel1 —
1Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut of Nanotechnology, 76021
Karlsruhe, Germany — 2Degussa AG, Science to Business Center,
45764 Marl, Germany

The conductivity and optical absorption behavior of transpar-
ent composite layers consisting of conductive polymer poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly(4-styrene sulfonate) (PEDT:PSS)
mixed with high conductive Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) nanoparti-
cles was investigated. Below the percolation threshold of the ITO
nanoparticles, at a volume fraction of the ITO ˜ 0.16, the conductiv-
ity decreases with increase of the ITO content. The reason for this
decrease is a compensation of charge carriers between the p-doped
PEDT:PSS and the n-doped ITO. By applying a simple harmonic
oscillator approximation, based on superposition of two phase system
and a partial compensation of carriers the change in the optical char-
acteristics can be explained. Furthermore, the reduction of the total
numbers of charge carriers by compensation explains the decrease of
conductivity.
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Growth of sexithiophene (6T) films studied by reflectance
difference spectroscopy — •L.D. Sun1, S. Berkebile2, G.
Weidlinger1, G. Koller2, F.P. Netzer2, M.G. Ramsey2, M.
Hohage1, and P. Zeppenfeld1 — 1Institute of experimental physics,
Johannes Kepler University Linz, Linz, Austria — 2Institute of
Physics, Karl-Franzens University Graz, Graz, Austria

As a linear differential optical method, reflectance difference spec-
troscopy (RDS) is extremely sensitive to any kind of optical transition
which is polarization dependent, from single molecule excitation to ex-
citons of molecular aggregates. Here, we report our in-situ RDS inves-
tigation of 6T film growth on anisotropic substrates, namely Cu(110)-
(2x1)O and TiO2(110). The orientation of 6T molecule and the optical
property of 6T thin film have been monitored over the entire range of
the film thickness up to several nm. At submonolayer coverage, the
optical property of the film is close to that of single molecule. How-
ever, already when the thickness of the film approach to one completed
monolayer, exitonic state represented by Davydov splitting sets in. Fol-
lowing the evolution of RD spectrum, the growth mode and the film
morphology can be deduced. For 6T grows on Cu(110)-(2x1)O , all
molecules in the film are uniaxially aligned with their long molecular
axes parallel to the CuO rows and to the Cu substrate surface. Similar
growth mode has also been observed for 6T growth on TiO2(110) at
liquid nitrogen temperature. However the 6T growth on TiO2(110) at
room temperature shows a different behavior.

SYOE 8.26 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Para-sexiphenyl thin films grown on KCl(001) substrates
— Andrei Andreev1, Gerardo Sosa2, Thomas Haber3, Andrey
Kadashchuk4, •Gregor Hlawacek1, Roland Resel3, Helmut
Sitter2, Serdar Sariciftci5, and Christian Teichert1 — 1Inst.
of Physics, University of Leoben, Austria — 2Inst. of Semiconductor
and Solid State Physics, University Linz, Austria — 3Inst. of Solid
State Physics, Graz University of Technology, Austria — 4Inst. of
Physics, Natl. Acad. of Sci. of Ukraine, Kiev, Ukraine — 5Inst. f.
Organic Solar Cells (LIOS), University Linz, Austria

Para-sexiphenyl (6P) films grown on KCl(001) substrates are promis-
ing for optoelectronic devices. In this work we use Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM), x-Ray diffraction (XRD) and photoluminescence
(PL) in order to find the parameters controlling film morphology, struc-
ture and quality. It is shown that the initial growth stage is character-
ized by the formation of long needles, generating a rectangular network
in accordance with the substrate surface symmetry. With increasing
coverage, terraced mounds composed of upright standing molecules de-
veloping between the needles. Both features are single crystalline as
shown by XRD and TEM. PL studies have shown that the emission
spectra contain two different components - a structured spectrum due
to intrinsic excitons and a broad red-shifted band ascribed to some
kind of defects. It was shown that the relative intensity of the defect
band is much weaker in the films grown on KCl comparing to that on
mica. This finding confirms the high quality of the films and supports
an idea of structural origin of these defects.

SYOE 8.27 Tue 18:00 Poster B
structural and electrical properties of poly(3-octylthiophene)
films: a scanning probe microscopy study — jose abad1, beat-
riz perez-garcia1, elisa palacios-lidon1, antonio urbina2, and
•jaime colchero1 — 1cioyn, departamento de fisica, universidad de
murcia, murcia, spain — 2departamento de electronica, universidad
politecnica de cartagena, cartagena, spain

Poly-(3-octylthiophene) (P3OT) is one of the most promising materials
for applications in organic solar cells. In the present work we find that
P3OT thin films (50-500nm) present a very rich nanostructure which
is studied by scanning force microscopy techniques. From a morpho-
logical point of view, self- assembled lamellar structures are formed on
the surface of the films, theirs morphologies are very rich depending
on the polymer films growth conditions (drop casting or spin coating).

Kelvin force microscopy (KFM) is applied to study the electrical
properties of the films under different working conditions, in particu-
lar under light illumination and while an electrical current is passing
through the thin film. We find that, on the lamellar structures, differ-
ent surface potential domains are visualized by KFM.

SYOE 8.28 Tue 18:00 Poster B
A flexible approach to the fabrication of chemical gra-
dients using functional monomolecular films — •Nirmalya
Ballav1, Andrey Shaporenko1, Andreas Terfort2, and Michael

Zharnikov1 — 1Angewandte Physikalische Chemie, Universität Hei-
delberg, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany — 2Anorganische und Ange-
wandte Chemie, Universität Hamburg, 20146 Hamburg, Germany

We present a new approach for the fabrication of chemical gradients
on different substrates. The key idea of the method is tuning the
exchange-reaction between a self-assembled monolayer covering the
substrate and a potential molecular substituent by electron irradia-
tion. As test systems, we used alkanethiolate monolayers on gold,
which are well-known to undergo an exchange-reaction with molecules
capable of building self-assembled monolayer on the same substrate
upon the immersion in the respective solution. We show that the rate
and extent of the exchange-reaction, which is very slow at normal con-
ditions, can be significantly influenced and precisely tuned by electron
irradiation. Based on the developed approach and using the exchange
reaction between the non-substituted and carboxyl-substituted alka-
nethiols, we were able to fabricate a hydrophilicity gradient as a test
example. Generally, the irradiation-exchange approach can be used for
the preparation of any gradient (biocompatibility, etc.) by a choice of a
proper molecular substituent. Another advantage of the approach lies
in its flexibility, since a gradient of any form and size, down to several
tens of nanometers, can prewritten by electron beam and mediated by
the subsequent exchange reaction.

SYOE 8.29 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Why a switch doesn’t switch - a case study on stil-
bene on Si(100) — •Philipp Martin Schmidt, Karsten Horn,
and Thorsten Kampen — Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-
Gesellschaft, Berlin, Germany

Stilbene is the monomer building block of phenylenevinylene-type
oligomers and polymers. In gas-phase and solutions the molecule un-
dergoes an interconversion around its central C=C double bond upon
irradiation with UV-light of 250-320nm wavelength [1].This cis-trans-
isomerization of the free molecule follows an in-plane hula-twist mech-
anism [2] whose pathway can be assumed to work as well in constraint
systems, that is on surfaces - thus assessing a ”molecular switch”.
Stilbene-isomers on the Si(100)-surface have been investigated by UPS,
XPS and NEXAFS thereby gaining information on the orientation
of the molecules and their interaction with the surface. Especially
NEXAFS-spectroscopy allows for an identification and differentiation
of the two isomers in the adsorbed phase. Cis-Stilbene has been ex-
posed to monochromatized UV-light of different wavelengths between
250 and 450nm. NEXAFS spectra reveal that the molecules are ab-
solutely stable upon radiation and no conformational changes could
be induced. A further analysis of NEXAFS spectra in combination
with theoretical calculations gives an explanation of the inhibition of
isomerization due to molecule-surface-interactions. 1. R.J. Sension et
al., J. Chem. Phys. 98, 6291 (1993) 2. W.Fuß, et al., Angew. Chem.
Int. Ed. 43, 4178 (2004)
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Intermolecular interaction in PTCDA, NTCDA, and NDCA
as determined by comparative gas phase and thin film pho-
toemission spectroscopy — •Jens Sauther, Jens Wüsten, Ste-
fan Lach, and Christiane Ziegler — Department of Physics, Uni-
versity of Kaiserslautern, D-67663 Kaiserslautern

The interaction of pi-conjugated organic molecules among each other
influences such important properties as their electronic structure and
their thin film growth behavior. Both are of utmost interest for the
development of organic semiconductor devices.

Here, ultraviolet photoemission spectra of pi-conjugated organic
molecules in the gas phase are compared with ultraviolet photoe-
mission spectra of those molecules in the condensed phase and with
DFT calculations. This allows to obtain values for the effects of elec-
tron correlation, intra- and intermolecular polarization which cannot
be determined by thin film spectra alone. Furthermore this anal-
ysis gives information about the character of intermolecular bond-
ing. Such an analysis was performed on the related molecules
3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (PTCDA), 1,4,5,8-
naphthalene-tetracarboxylic acid dianhydride (NTCDA) and 1,8-
naphthalene dicarboxylic acid anhydride (NDCA). All three systems
show intermolecular hydrogen bridge bonding involving the anhydride
group(s).

SYOE 8.31 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Morphology and OFET properties of poly(3,3”’-didodecyl-
[2,2’:5’,2”:5”,2”’]-quaterthiophene) (PQT-12) with differ-
ent molecular weights — •Patrick Pingel1, Achmad Zen1,
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Burkhard Stiller1, Dieter Neher1, Sybille Allard2, and Ull-
rich Scherf2 — 1Institute of Physics, University of Potsdam, Am
Neuen Palais 10, 14469 Potsdam — 2Macromolecular Chemistry, Uni-
versity of Wuppertal, Gauß-Str. 20, 42097 Wuppertal

It is well-known that molecular packing in thin-film organic field-
effect transistors plays a crucial role in determining their field-effect
mobilities. Here, we used PQT-12, which tend to adopt a better
planar conformation compared to well-known poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT). Since it is well established for P3HT that the average chain
length largely determines the OFET-properties, we investigated dif-
ferent molecular weight fractions of PQT-12 (Mw = 1,700 to 12,000
g/mol) regarding to morphology and transport. In contrast to find-
ings on P3HT, the OFET mobilities were above 10−3 cm2/Vs also for
the lowest molecular weight fraction and the smallest mobility (10−5

cm2/Vs) was found in the intermediate-Mw. Studies of the optical,
thermal and structural properties of PQT-12 solid samples suggest
that the fraction with the shortest chains forms highly-crystalline lay-
ers. We attribute this behaviour to the very narrow molecular weight
distribution of this low molecular weight fraction. Apparently, the
OFET properties of both PQT-12 and P3HT are similar in that the
OFET mobility depends largely on the overall crystallinity of the semi-
conducting layer.

SYOE 8.32 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Structure and Morphology of Highly Ordered Organic Films
of PTCDI-C8 on SiO2 — •Tobias Krauss1, Esther Barrena1,2,
Dimas Garcia de Oteyza1, Xue Na Zhang1, János Major1,
Volker Dehm3, Frank Würthner3, and Helmut Dosch1,2 —
1Max-Planck-Institut für Metallforschung, Heisenbergstrasse 3, 70569
Stuttgart, Germany — 2Institut für Theoretische und Angewandte
Physik, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57 — 3Institut für
Organische Chemie, Universität Würzburg, Am Hubland 97074,
Würzburg

For organic electronics there is a particular need of molecules with
n-type behavior in order to enable the fabrication of complimentary
circuits and ambipolar transistors. A remarkable high electron carrier
mobility of 0.6 cm2 V−1 s−1 was reported for OFETs based on PTCDI-
C8 (N,N*-dioctyl-3,4,9,10-perylene tetracarboxylic diimide) films mak-
ing this molecule a promising candidate for organic n-type semiconduc-
tors. In this work we present for the first time a complete characteriza-
tion of the structure of PTCDI-C8 films deposited on SiO2 by means
of specular x-ray diffraction and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction
(GIXD). We provide the optimized conditions for growth of PTCDI-
C8 films with an outstanding degree of crystalline order and discuss
the thermal behavior of their structural properties.

SYOE 8.33 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Raman characterization of vacuum-deposited thin TiOPc
films: influence of applied electric field and temperature on
polymorphism and orientation — •Britt-Elfriede Schuster,
Heiko Peisert, and Thomas Chassé — Institute of Physical and
Theoretical Chemistry, University of Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle
8, 72076 Tübingen, Germany

Titanyl(IV)phthalocyanine (TiOPc) is an attractive material and a
promising candidate for various applications e.g. in optoelectronic de-
vices. As the physical properties of thin organic films are affected by
polymorphism and orientation, they are crucial to device efficiency and
performance. Therefore, detailed studies of the influences of prepara-
tion parameters and effects of ambient conditions are necessary. In
the present work we characterize thin TiOPc films prepared by vac-
uum deposition on various technically relevant model substrates like
sapphire, quartz and HOPG. Deposition parameters during the growth
(substrate temperature, electric field and film thickness) were system-
atically varied to study their influences on the growth of these organic
films using laterally resolved (confocal) Raman scattering in combi-
nation with electronic absorption spectroscopy. In addition, after the
growth in UHV, annealing in the temperature range from 298 K to
473 K and applying a DC electric field have been investigated. The
Raman spectra are distinctly influenced by details of the growth and
postgrowth conditions and they are discussed in terms of a factor group
splitting. The results reveal a clear change in the composition of the
polymorphic modifications and a variation in molecular arrangement.

SYOE 8.34 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Tuning the molecular organization in organic heterostruc-
tures — •Claudia Weis1, Esther Barrena1,2, Dimas Garcia de
Oteyza1, Xue Na Zhang1, and Helmut Dosch1,2 — 1Max-Planck-

Institut für Metallforschung, — 2Institut für Theoretische und Ange-
wandte Physik,

Pentacene and fluorinated copper-phthalocyanines (F16CuPc) are
among the most popular building blocks for prototype organic het-
erostructures in modern electronic devices. When deposited onto pen-
tacene on SiO2, F16CuPc molecules assemble in a lying-down config-
uration along the pentacene step edges, whereas on top of the pen-
tacene terraces, they arrange in the energetically preferred upright-
standing configuration[1]. In the present work, we show by X-ray
diffraction measurements and atomic force microscopy that the lying-
down configuration is suppressed if a small amount (≤ 2ML) of an
additional molecule, i.e. PTCDI-C8 (N,N∗-dioctyl-3,4,9,10-perylene
tetracarboxylic diimide), is deposited onto the pentacene prior to the
F16CuPc growth. Forcing the molecular arrangement exclusively to
the upright-standing phase is essential for optimal charge carrier trans-
port along the film plane as required in ambipolar transistors or the
recently demonstrated organic light-emitting transistors (OLETs).

[1] D. G. de Oteyza et al., Chem. Mater. 18, 4212 (2006).

SYOE 8.35 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Evolution of structure and morphology of perylene films with
different thicknesses and deposition rates — •Maryam Beigmo-
hamadi, Phenwisa Niyamakom, Azadeh Farahzadi, Stephan Kre-
mers, Christian Effertz, Philip Schulz, Thomas Michely, and
Matthias Wuttig — Institute of Physics (IA), RWTH Aachen Uni-
versity of technology 52056 Aachen, Germany

A systematic study of the growth of highly ordered perylene films de-
posited on amorphous substrates is presented. The dependence of the
structure and morphology of the films on thickness and deposition
rate is characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and X- ray
Diffraction (XRD). Atomic force microscopy reveals that every grain
contains at least one screw dislocation. An analysis of the XRD peak
profiles allowed us to determine the microstrain and vertical grain size.
The changes of grain size and dislocation density with thickness and
deposition rate have been analyzed.

SYOE 8.36 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Highly ordered phthalocyanine films on polycrystalline gold
foil - on the — •Biswas Indro1, Schuster Britt-Elfriede1, Peis-
ert Heiko1, Nagel Mathias1, Casu Maria Benedetta1, Schuppler
Stefan2, Nagel Peter2, Pellegrin Eric2,3, and Chassé Thomas1

— 1Institut für Physikalische und Theoretische Chemie, Universität
Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 8, 72076 Tübingen, Germany —
2Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut für Festkörperphysik, P. O.
Box 3640, 76021 Karlsruhe, Germany — 3Consorcio para la Con-
strucción, Equipamiento y Explotación del Laboratorio de Luz de Sin-
crotrón, P. O. Box 68, 08193 Bellaterra (Barcelona), Spain

The orientation of phthalocyanines in thin-films has been reported
earlier to be determined by the possibility of ”locking in” the growth
mode to an orientation parallel to the substrate, and in the case of
relatively rough substrates, no ”lying” orientation has been observed
at film thicknesses of more than a few nanometres. [1] The detailed
preparation conditions however may significantly affect the substrate
morphology. In particular, the parameters of the argon ion sputter-
ing procedure may be varied, which can lead to various results. The
orientation of evaporated copper phthalocyanine thin-films on differ-
ently prepared gold foils was examined by NEXAFS and Raman spec-
troscopy. Argon ion sputtering at higher energies leads to weakly or-
dered films with perpendicular orientation, while lower energies lead to
highly ordered films of parallel molecules. Thus, the morphology of the
substrate has to be viewed in detail for each preparation procedure.

[1] Peisert et al., Surf. Sci. 600 (2006) 4024.
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Interface Morphology Snapshots of Vertically Segregated
Thin Films of Semiconducting Polymer / Polystyrene Blends
— •Jakob Heier1, Fernando Castro2, and Roland Hany1 —
1Empa, Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Re-
search, Laboratory for Functional Polymers, Dübendorf, Switzerland
— 2Departamento de F́ısica e Matemática, Universidade de São Paulo,
Ribeirão Preto, Brazil

Significant progress has been made in the photovoltaic energy conver-
sion using organic semiconducting materials. One of the focuses of
attention is the morphology of the donor-acceptor heterojunction at
the nanometer scale, to ensure efficient charge generation and loss-free
charge transport at the same time. Here, we present a method for the
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controlled, sequential design of a bilayer polymer cell architecture that
consists of a large interface area. We used surface-directed demixing
of a donor conjugated/guest polymer blend during spincoating to pro-
duce a nanostructured interface, which can, after removal of the guest
polymer with a selective solvent, be covered with an acceptor layer.
Our experimental results indicate that length-scales of interface topo-
graphical features can be adjusted from the nanometer to micrometer
range.

SYOE 8.38 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Structure and unusual thermal behaviour of a prototype
organic semiconductor (Diindenoperylene) — •Bernd Maier,
Jörg Ihringer, and Frank Schreiber — Institut für Angewandte
Physik, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 Tübingen

A recently suggested model for the bulk structure is compared with
X-ray powder data collected at 18 < T < 298 K in steps of ∆T = 10 K
with a modified image plate Camera (Huber) and at room tempera-
ture with an automated X-ray powder diffractometer, both in Guinier-
geometry. The unit cell agrees well with the suggested model. Refine-
ment of lattice constants (program SIMPRO) yield b = 13.08 (0.016),
c = 15.09 (0.008) at 298 K and b = 12.97 (0.020), c = 14.94 (0.009) at
18 K. The thermal dependence at 18 < T < 298 K will be given. Due
to pseudo symmetry the lattice constants (space group P 1̄) correlate
strongly with atomic coordinates. A profile refinement with the Ri-
etveld Method would solve the problem, however, there is some more
work needed to evaluate a first set of approximate atomic coordinates.

In addition, a highly irreversible phase transition to high tempera-
ture phase occurs. Upon heating with a rate of 0.2 K/min the high
temperature phase appears at around 370 K. The high temperature
phase remains stable when cooling to 50 K. However, only part of
material undergoes this transition, as both phases coexist in the whole
temperature range.

SYOE 8.39 Tue 18:00 Poster B
High charge carrier mobility in organic semiconductor
diphenylanthracene (DPA) — •Ashutosh Tripathi and Jens
Pflaum — 3. Physikalisches Institut, Pfaffenwaldring 57, Universität
Stuttgart, 70550 Stuttgart

In this work we focus on the growth and the electronic properties of
the organic semiconductor 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA). DPA con-
sists of two phenyl groups attached at the opposite (9,10)-positions of
the anthracene backbone and may be considered similar to rubrene,
which shows high field-effect mobility in its (ab)-plane crystal surface.
Advantageously, DPA has a substantially low vapor pressure at RT,
has a relatively high melting point (≈ 430K) and is thermally stable
upon melting.
We have grown DPA single crystals from zone-refined material and
analyzed their temperature dependent electronic transport behavior.
These ultra-pure single crystals exhibit both electron and hole trans-
port. The high charge carrier mobilities measured by Time-of-Flight
(TOF) at RT for electrons (≈ 13 cm2/Vs) and holes (≈ 3.7 cm2/Vs)
make this material a prominent candidate for ambipolar device applica-
tions if one overcomes the barrier for charge carrier injection occurring
at the metal-DPA-interface. The mobility behavior of holes follows
a band-like transport in the high temperature regime (200K - 400K).
Assuming a pure band-like conduction in the low temperature regime,
the saturation of the mobility yields a valence bandwidth of the or-
der of 2 meV, which demands for a more sophisticated approach to
describe the electronic behavior of DPA.

SYOE 8.40 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Tunneling in organic thin films — •Kerstin Keller, Flo-
rian Roth, and Michael Huth — Physikalisches Institut, University
Frankfurt, Max-von-Laue-Str. 1, 60438 Frankfurt am Main

BEDT-TTF (ET)- and Cu-phthalocyanine (CuPc)-based organic thin
films are prepared by organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD).
Using an in-situ shadow mask technique planar tunnel junctions in
cross-junction geometry are fabricated. This device structure is used
to investigate the electronic properties of the organic thin film at low
temperatures employing tunneling spectroscopy.

SYOE 8.41 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Investigation on thin films of new substituted quarterthio-
phene — •Kinga Zelenetskaya1, Evelin Jähne1, Hans-Jürgen
Adler1, Christian Loppacher2, Lukas Eng2, Jörg Grenzer3, and
Andrea Scholz3 — 1Professur für Makromolekulare Chemie und
Textilchemie, Fachrichtung Chemie und Lebensmittelchemie, Tech-

nische Universität Dresden, Mommsenstrasse 4, D-01062 Dresden,
Germany — 2Institut für Angewandte Photophysik, Fachrichtung
Physik,Technische Universität Dresden, George-Bähr-Strasse 1, D-
01062 Dresden, Germany — 3Institut für Ionenstrahlphysik und Ma-
terialforschung, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Bautzner Landstrasse
128, D-01328 Dresden, Germany

α,ω-dicyano substituted β,β*-dibutylquarterthiophene (DCND-
ButQT) was synthesized and fully characterized by 1H-NMR and
13C-NMR, elemental analysis, UV-visible spectroscopy, DSC, TGA
and cyclic voltammetry. The band gap energy (∆Eg) calculated from
cyclic voltammetry data was found to be 1.97 eV, which is in the range
of semiconductor materials (∆Eg < 3.0 eV).

DCNDButQT was deposited on different substrates (Al2O3, SiO2,
TiO2) by vacuum deposition and solution-cast methods. The structure
of the thin films analysed by AFM and XRD showed different morphol-
ogy depending on cast method. The spin-coating and drop-casting
films showed amorphous structure, whereas the vacuum-deposition
films exhibit a fine crystalline structure. AFM of vacuum-deposition
film revealed the formation of well-ordered terrace structures, the step
between adjacent terraces is about 1.5 nm.

SYOE 8.42 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Skew crystal optics: Optical properties of pentacene
probed by generalized spectroscopic ellipsometry —
•Daniel Faltermeier1, Bruno Gompf1, Martin Dressel1, Math-
ias Schubert2, Ashutosh Tripathi1, and Jens Pflaum1 —
1Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 57,
D-70550 Stuttgart — 2Department of Electrical Engineering, Univer-
sity of Nebraska-Lincoln, P.O. Box 880511, Lincoln, U.S.A.

There exist an increasing number of band structure calculations for or-
ganic semiconductors. For verification of these theories reliable optical
data from single crystals are required. In principle, with traditional
spectroscopic tools the anisotropic complex dielectric properties of a
crystal can be determined. Problems arise for absorbing crystals, and
in general for those with symmetries lower than orthorhombic. We
demonstrate that generalized spectroscopic ellipsometry measures the
complex dielectric polarization response functions along major polar-
ization axes in triclinic systems. For the example of the organic semi-
conductor pentacene we demonstrate, that this can be achieved on a
single crystal plane, when measuring under multiple azimuth angles,
distinct angles of incidence and different incoming polarization states.
We obtain, in addition to the major dielectric polarization response
functions, that the optically determined major polarization axes direc-
tions are almost in perfect agreement with the crystallographic x-ray
data, showing that these directions are in fact equivalent, for which
so far no proof or indication existed. The results are compared with
band structure calculations along the main symmetry directions.

SYOE 8.43 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Interplay of chain geometry and quantum coherence in a con-
jugated polymer — •E. Da Como1, K. Becker1, J. M. Lupton2,
and J. Feldmann1 — 1Photonics and Optoelectronics Group, LMU,
Munich, Germany — 2University of Utah, Salt Lake City, USA

The performance of optoelectronic devices based on conjugated poly-
mers depends on the influence of morphology on the electronic struc-
ture. Within this context, we correlate the photophysics and the chain
morphology of a model fluorene polymer, poly-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)
(PFO), at the single molecule level. PFO shows different phases
that can be identified by photoluminescence spectroscopy. Well re-
solved and red-shifted emission bands are observed for the planarized
beta-phase while a less structured blue emission is characteristic of
the glassy phase. The identification of these features, at the single
molecule level [1], raises the question of how chain geometry influ-
ences the electronic properties. Using low temperature single molecule
excitation polarization anisotropy measurements we probe the confor-
mation of isolated chains in both phases. The results demonstrate
that beta-phase molecules show higher polarization values than the
twisted glassy phase molecules, reflecting an elongated character of
these chains. Most importantly, a strong correlation exists between
the zero phonon linewidth and the emission polarisation anisotropy of
the beta-phase molecules. Extremely narrow lines (0.5 meV) are ob-
served for fully polarized emission. This indicates that the beta phase
constitutes a 1D crystalline polymer where the exciton can reach quan-
tum coherence times of ˜3 ps. [1] K. Becker et al. JACS, 127, 7306
(2005).

SYOE 8.44 Tue 18:00 Poster B
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Correlation between the topography and the optical prop-
erties of rubrene single crystals — •Rainer Stöhr1, Gareth
Beirne2, Peter Michler2, Jörg Wrachtrup2, and Jens Pflaum1

— 13. Physikalisches Institut, Univ. Stuttgart, 70550 Stuttgart,
Germany — 2Institut für Strahlenphysik, Univ. Stuttgart, 70550
Stuttgart, Germany

On the surface of rubrene single crystals high hole mobilities on the or-
der of 15 cm2/Vs have been observed, making this molecule interesting
for organic device applications. However, the influence of surface de-
fects on the transport behavior as well as on the optical characteristics
is not yet understood in detail.

We present our first studies of the time- and locally-resolved micro-
photoluminescense (µ-PL) investigations performed on the (001) sur-
face of rubrene single crystals grown by sublimation. After the growth,
the (001) crystal surfaces were investigated by optical microscopy and
AFM. Various topologies were found which can be related to different
conditions at the respective position in the oven during growth.

Measuring the optical response of numerous rubrene crystals by µ-
PL at various positions on the respective (001) surface, four peaks
could be identified. These peaks show different intensity and decay-
time behaviors upon changes in both temperature (varied from 4 K to
100 K) and applied laser power (varied from 200 nW to 2 mW).

We will carefully discuss the assignment of these peaks to various
excitons with respect to studies currently reported in literature [1].

[1] H. Najafov et al., PRL 96, 056604 (2006).

SYOE 8.45 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Optical characterization of pentacene thin films by vari-
able angle spectroscopic ellipsometry — •Alexander Hinder-
hofer, Ute Heinemeyer, Stefan Kowarik, Alexander Gerlach,
and Frank Schreiber — Institut für Angewandte Physik, Universität
Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 10, 72076 Tübingen

Pentacene has been found to be a promising candidate for both field-
effect transistors and photovoltaic diodes due to its high mobilities.
Pentacene thin films grow in single-crystal grains and show high op-
tical anisotropy with uniaxial symmetry. We use variable angle ellip-
sometry in transmission as well as in reflection on different substrates
to determine the optical constants of the in-plane and the out-of-plane
axes. The data analysis of such anisotropic systems is presented and
the resulting optical constants are shown. Spectral features related
to the vibronic progression and the different transitions (between 1.5-
3eV) involved will be discussed. Furthermore, it is possible to take the
spectra sufficiently fast to follow organic molecular beam deposition
in real time at one fixed angle of incidence. Based on the post-growth
results we analyze the real-time data and detect changes in the optical
properties during growth.

SYOE 8.46 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Optical Properties of Pentacene and Tetracene Thin-Films
and Single Crystals — •Daniel Faltermeier1, Bruno Gompf1,
Martin Dressel1, Ashutosh Tripathi2, and Jens Pflaum2 —
11.Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, D-70550 Stuttgart —
23.Physikalisches Institut, Universität Stuttgart, D-70550 Stuttgart

Pentacene and tetracene are among the most promising organic semi-
conductors for future device applications due to their high hole mobil-
ities at room temperature. But unlike their electrical properties, their
optical behaviour is not well characterized and even the fundamental
optical constants and their spatial anisotropy are not investigated to
a sufficient degree. We present a systematic study by spectroscopic el-
lipsometry, AFM and x-ray diffraction on purified and highly ordered
pentacene and tetracene films prepared under different conditions on
Si/Si02. The optical data are compared with measurements on single
crystals grown by gas-phase sublimation technique. The results clearly
show the influence of different structural polymorphs and of photo-
oxidation processes on the optical properties. By comparison with the
respective quinone-derivatives of pentacene and tetracene the reaction
products can be identified by their optical response. Additionally the
optical and structural results are correlated to temperature dependent
mobility measurements.

SYOE 8.47 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Novel Fullerene Derivatives for Polymer Solar Cells —
•Joachim A. Renz1, Julia M. Mayorova2, Pavel A. Troshin2,
Svetlana M. Peregudova3, Alexander S. Peregudov3, Rimma
N. Lyubovskaya2, Gerhard Gobsch1, and Harald Hoppe1 —
1Institute of Physics, Ilmenau Technical University, Weimarer Str.
32, 98693 Ilmenau, Germany — 2Institute of Problems of Chemical

Physics of RAS, Semenov pr. 1, Chernogolovka, Moscow Region,
142432, Russia — 3A. N. Nesmeyanov Institute of Organoelement
Compounds of RAS, Vavylova St. 28, B-334, Moscow, 119991, Russia

Several novel methanofullerenes have been synthesized. The molecular
structures of these new C60 derivatives resemble closely the structure
of the up to date most successful fullerene, [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric
acid methyl ester (PCBM), which is applied in organic solar cells for
more than 10 years. Polymer solar cells were produced by blending
these novel fullerenes or PCBM with poly[3-hexylthiophene] (P3HT)
in bulk heterojunctions and characterized by standard methods like
current-voltage characteristics and spectral photocurrent.

SYOE 8.48 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Formation of metallic indium-phase from indium tin oxide-
nanoparticles under reducing conditions and its influ-
ence on the electrical properties — •Gerrit Günther1,
Gabi Schierning1, Ralf Theissmann1, Robert Kruk1, Charsten
Bähtz2, and Roland Schmechel1 — 1Institute of Nanotechnology,
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe, D-76021 Karlsruhe — 2HASYLAB at
DESY, D-22603 Hamburg

Tin doped indium oxide (ITO) acts as a transparent electrode
in numerous organic electro-optical devices. Thin films of ITO-
nanoparticles were heat-treated under reducing atmosphere. A sig-
nificant improvement in conductivity of three orders of magnitude was
hereby observed in the range between 350◦C to 650◦C, where no sin-
tering took place, yet. This is a well known but little discussed fact
for this electrode material thus motivating the investigation of ITO-
nanoparticles in different gaseous atmospheres. Insitu synchrotron-
XRD experiments were conducted in argon-, oxygen- and hydrogen-gas
at temperatures between 25◦C and 450◦C. Complementary exsitu sus-
ceptibility measurements were carried out with reduced samples which
were kept under inert conditions after preparation. The results re-
vealed the formation of a metallic indium-tin-phase even under weakly
reducing conditions. This metallic phase is expected to have a crucial
influence on the thin films electrical and optical properties. It most
likely explains the drastic increase of conductivity in the temperature
region between 350◦C and 650◦C.

SYOE 8.49 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Influence of chamber pressure and deposition rate on struc-
tural properties and surface morphology of amorphous
OVPD processed films — •Phenwisa Niyamakom1, Maryam
Beigmohamadi1, Azadeh Farahzadi1, Frank Jessen2, Holger
Kalisch2, Rolf Jansen2, Nico Meyer3, Dietmar Keiper3, Martin
Kunat3, Michael Heuken2,3, Christian Effertz1, Philip Schulz1,
Holger Schwab4, Thomas Michely1, and Matthias Wuttig1 —
1Institute of Physics (IA), RWTH Aachen University of Technol-
ogy, 52056 Aachen, Germany — 2Institute of Electromagnetic The-
ory, RWTH Aachen University of Technology, Kopernikusstr. 16,
52074 Aachen, Germany — 3AIXTRON AG, Kackertstr. 15-17, 52072
Aachen, Germany — 4Philips Technologie GmbH, Philipsstr. 8, 52066
Aachen, Germany

For Organic Light Emitting Devices (OLEDs), the absence of long-
range order in amorphous films results in smooth surfaces and efficient
radiative recombination, allowing for the realization of high perfor-
mance organic optoelectronic devices. To tailor structure and mor-
phology of these organic films, an understanding of the influence of
deposition parameters, controlling film properties, is necessary. In this
study, the Organic Vapor Phase Deposition (OVPD) was selected as
the deposition technique. The influence of chamber pressure and de-
position rate on α-NPD films on Si substrates has been investigated
by Atomic Force Microscopy and X-Ray Reflectometry. A remarkable
dependence of film roughness on these parameters has been observed.
Models to account for this behavior will be presented.

SYOE 8.50 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Systematic studies on the morphology of OVPD pro-
cessed films upon substrate temperature and deposition
rate — •Azadeh Farahzadi1, Phenwisa Niyamakom1, Maryam
Beigmohamadi1, Chritian Effertz1, Nico Meyer2, Dietmar
Keiper2, Michael Heuken2,4, Holger Schwab3, Mohammad Reza
Rahimi Tabar5,6, Thomas Michely1, and Matthias Wuttig1 —
1Institute of Physics (IA), RWTH Aachen University of Technology,
52056 Aachen, Germany — 2AIXTRON AG, Kackertstr. 15-17, 52072
Aachen, Germany — 3Philips Technologie GmbH, Philipsstr. 8, 52066
Aachen, Germany — 4Institute of Electromagnetic Theory, RWTH
Aachen University of Technology, Kopernikusstr. 16, 52074 Aachen,
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Germany — 5CNRS UMR 6529, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, BP
4229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France — 6Department of physics, Sharif
University of Technology, 11365-9161 Tehran, Iran

In order to tailor and modify thin film properties to be suitable for
organic light emitting devices (OLED) it is necessary to study and un-
derstand the influence of deposition parameters on thin film growth.
The chosen material is α-NPD processed by organic vapor-phase depo-
sition (OVPD). Film growth in OVPD is controlled by three indepen-
dent parameters which are deposition rate, substrate temperature and
chamber pressure. Our study is focused on the influence of deposition
rate and substrate temperature on the film morphology. A remarkable
dependence of the film morphology upon deposition parameters has
been observed. A detailed quantitative morphology analysis provides
excellent description of the growth mechanism of OLED films.

SYOE 8.51 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Phase separation in vacuum co-deposited pentacene/6,13-
pentacenequinone thin films — •Ingo Salzmann1, Ricarda
Opitz1, Siegfried Rogaschewski1, Jürgen Rabe1, Norbert
Koch1, and Bert Nickel2 — 1Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, In-
stitut für Physik, Newtonstraße 15, D-12489 Berlin, Germany —
2Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität, Department für Physik and CeNS,
Geschwister-Scholl-Platz 1, D-80539 München, Germany

Pentacene (P) and 6,13-pentacenequinone (PQ) have been vacuum co-
deposited onto SiO2 in order to control phase separation in thin films
for the application as bulk heterojunctions in organic photovoltaic de-
vices. Structural investigations by means of scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed pro-
nounced phase separation of the two materials at length scales that
turned out to be tuneable by the variation of the deposition rate. X-
ray diffraction (XRD) provided evidence for polymorphism in pure
films of P and PQ on SiO2. While pure films exhibited both the bulk
and thin film phase, the bulk phase is mainly suppressed within the co-
deposited films (P+PQ). This was corroborated by Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) results. SEM investigations of pure and
co-deposited films indicated that PQ bulk crystallites of up to 200nm
height form continuous paths to the substrate and grow within a ma-
trix formed of P and PQ thin film phases. The obtained heterojunction
morphologies thus appear interesting for the application in organic-
based photovoltaic cells.

SYOE 8.52 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Utilization of pentacene as a photoactivator and an exciton
transporter in organic solar cells — •Ziruo Hong, Bert Maen-
nig, Martin Pfeiffer, and Karl Leo — Institut für Angewandte
Photophysik, Technische Universität Dresden, Dresden, Germany

Power conversion efficiency (ηE) of organic solar cells based on pen-
tacene/C60 heterojunctions is mainly limited by open circuit voltage
(Voc), although the extremely long exciton diffusion length (LD) of
pentacene among organics is of advantage for solar cell applications.

In this work, pentacene/zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc)/C60 multi-
heterojunctions were introduced to increase Voc. Here, Voc is domi-
nated by ZnPc/C60 interface. Excitons in pentacene layer diffuse into
ZnPc layer via energy transfer, and contribute to photocurrent. Thus
ηE was improved. According to quenching effect of ZnPc on lumines-
cence from pentacene, exciton diffusion from pentacene to ZnPc was
determined by efficiency of pentacene-to-ZnPc energy transfer, not LD.

Currently, we are seeking possibility of taking advantage of long LD
and high hole mobility in pentacene films, to overcome two of criti-
cal shortcomings of organic solar cell materials, namely short LD and
low charge carrier mobilities, by imbedding organic nanoclusters in
pentacene films. The only role that the nanoclusters play pentacene
matrix is as a sensitizer, i.e. transferring photon energy they absorb
to pentacene, and the rest part of the photovoltaics is as same as pen-
tacene based heterojunctions. Therefore, the limitation of short LD
and low hole mobilities of some organic absorbers can be removed.
The related experiment is being carried out.

SYOE 8.53 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Efficient Platform for Characterisation and Data Anal-
ysis of Organic Solar Cells — •Moritz K. Riede1,2,
Markus Glatthaar1, Michael Niggemann1,2, Kristian O.
Sylvester-Hvid2, Tobias Ziegler1, Birger Zimmermann2, An-
dreas W. Liehr2, Andreas Gombert1, and Gerhard Willeke1

— 1Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, Heidenhofstr. 2,
79110 Freiburg, Germany — 2Material Research Center Freiburg,
Stefan-Meier-Str. 21, 79104 Freiburg, Germany

Organic Solar Cells (OSCs) present a new and interesting approach
to photovoltaic energy conversion with the prospects of low cost fab-
rication. Efficient dissociation of the photo-generated excitons and
consequent charge collection is achieved by blending electron donor
and acceptor materials. The resulting composite, called a

”
bulk-

heterojunction“, acts as photovoltaic absorber. The currently most
investigated donor:acceptor composite consists of the conjugated poly-
mer poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and the fullerene derivative 1-(3-
methoxycarbonyl)-propyl-1-1-phenyl-(6,6)C61 (PCBM).

The making of OSCs is a simple process but with many possible pa-
rameter variations, even for a fixed choice of donor:acceptor composite.
To allow for a systematic and efficient analysis of how such produc-
tion parameters influence the OSC performance, a robust and extensi-
ble platform for OSC fabrication and characterisation was developed.
This platform enables both reliable data acquisition and efficient data
management as well as mining of OSC data.

SYOE 8.54 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Anticorrelation between exciplex emission and photovoltaic
efficiency in PPV polymer based solar cells — •chunhong yin1,
Thomas Kietzke1,2, Dieter Neher1, and Hans-Heinrich Hörhold3

— 1University of Potsdam, Institute of Physics, Am Neuen Palais 10,
14469 Potsdam, Germany — 2nstitute of Materials Research and Engi-
neering (IMRE), Research Link 3, 117602 Singapore — 3University of
Jena, Institute of Organic Chemistry and Macromolecular Chemistry,
Humboldtstr. 10, 07743 Jena, Germany

By studying the photoluminescence emission and photovoltaic proper-
ties of blends of PPV-based electron donating and accepting polymers,
we observed a strict anticorrelation between the relative exciplex emis-
sion in the solid state and the photovoltaic efficiency of corresponding
blend devices. Thermal annealing led to a decrease in exciplex emis-
sion accompanied by an increase in photovoltaic efficiency. Compara-
tive studies on defined bi-layer geometries bilayer devices did not show
any influence on the annealing step. Consequently, we conclude that
the photocurrent is mainly determined by the efficiency to form free
carriers rather than by the transport and free carrier recombination.

SYOE 8.55 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Electronic transport properties of self-assembled thin films
of inorganic nanoparticles and polymers — •Rolf Kniprath
and Stefan Kirstein — Institut für Physik, Humboldt Universität zu
Berlin

We report on the electronic transport properties and the photovoltaic
effect observed in composite thin films of nanoporous TiO2 and hole-
conducting polymers. These organic-inorganic heterojunction struc-
tures represent a hybrid of all-organic and inorganic dye-sensitized so-
lar cell concepts. The nanoporous films of TiO2 were grown on trans-
parent conducting oxide substrates with a layer-by-layer self-assembly
process using TiO2 nanoparticles and served as electron conductors.
By drop-casting polymer solutions on top we fabricated two types of
heterojunction devices: For the first type, we applied a water-soluble
thiophene polymer that acted as both a light absorber and a hole
transport layer (HTL). For the second type we sensitized TiO2 with
strongly light absorbing CdTe nanoparticles and used the transparent
polymer TFB as a HTL. I-V-measurements through Au back contacts
under white light and in the dark yielded a diode characteristic with
photovoltages of up to 0.8 V for both setups and photocurrent densities
on the order of 1 µA/cm2.

SYOE 8.56 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Serial Interconnection of Polymer Solar Cells: Design Rules
towards Photovoltaic Modules — •Burhan Muhsin, Joachim
Renz, Gerhard Gobsch, and Harald Hoppe — Institute of Physics,
Ilmenau Technical University, Weimarer Str. 32, 98693 Ilmenau, Ger-
many

We have prepared relatively large area polymer solar cells and modules
based on thin film blends of poly[3-hexylthiophene] / [6,6]-phenyl C61-
butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT/PCBM). The size of each solar cell
exceeds 5 cm2. By serial interconnection of the individual solar cells,
we achieve multiples of the single cell open circuit voltage. Design
rules for efficient serial interconnection are discussed.

SYOE 8.57 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Hybrid Solar Cells based on Crystalline TiO2 Nanoparticles
— •Beate Reinhold1,2, Markus Niederberger1, Dieter Neher2,
and Markus Antonietti1 — 1Max Planck Institute of Colloids and
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Interfaces, Colloid Department, Am Mühlenberg 1, 14476 Potsdam-
Golm — 2University of Potsdam, Institute of Physics, Am Neuen
Palais 10, 14469 Potsdam, Germany

Using a nonaqueous route, crystalline TiO2 nanoparticles with a diam-
eter of ca. 5 nm were synthesized [1]. These nanoparticles were used
as electron-transporting components in hybrid solar cells. Two device
concepts were tested. In one case, the TiO2 particles were blended
together with the electron accepting polymer poly(p-phenylene viny-
lene). In the second case, the nanoparticles were coated on top of the
pure polymer to form a dense electron-transporting layer. The photo-
voltaic properties of the layers prepared with different TiO2 content,
layer thickness and annealing temperature are presented and discussed
in relation to the optical properties.

[1] M. Niederberger, G. Garnweitner, F. Krumeich, R. Nesper, H.
Cölfen, M. Antonietti, Chem. Mater. 16 (2004) 1202.

SYOE 8.58 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Anticorrelation between exciplex emission and photovoltaic
efficiency in PPV polymer based solar cells — •chunhong yin1,
Thomas Kietzke1,2, Dieter Neher1, and Hans-Heinrich Hörhold3

— 1University of Potsdam, Institute of Physics, Am Neuen Palais 10,
14469 Potsdam, Germany — 2nstitute of Materials Research and Engi-
neering (IMRE), Research Link 3, 117602 Singapore — 3University of
Jena, Institute of Organic Chemistry and Macromolecular Chemistry,
Humboldtstr. 10, 07743 Jena, Germany

By studying the photoluminescence emission and photovoltaic proper-
ties of blends of PPV-based electron donating and accepting polymers,
we observed a strict anticorrelation between the relative exciplex emis-
sion in the solid state and the photovoltaic efficiency of corresponding
blend devices. Thermal annealing led to a decrease in exciplex emis-
sion accompanied by an increase in photovoltaic efficiency. Compara-
tive studies on defined bi-layer geometries bilayer devices did not show
any influence on the annealing step. Consequently, we conclude that
the photocurrent is mainly determined by the efficiency to form free
carriers rather than by the transport and free carrier recombination.

SYOE 8.59 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Dye sensitized solar cells based on novel bipolar spiro com-
pounds — Cherubin Noumissing Sao, Kristian Onken, Tobat P.
I. Saragi, and •Josef Salbeck — Macromolecular Chemistry and
Molecular Materials (mmCmm), Department of Science and Center
for Interdisciplinary Nanostructure Science and Technology (CINSaT),
University of Kassel, Heinrich-Plett-Strasse 40, 34109 Kassel, Germany

We report dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) based on novel bipolar
spiro compounds containing perylene and diphenylamino moiety. The
corresponding compound has high extinction coefficient (˜10ˆ5 Mˆ-1
cmˆ-1) and, therefore, is a potential compound for DSSCs applications.
After an ultraviolet treatment of the device, the short circuit current
density increases from 0.04 mA cmˆ-2 to 0.10 mA cmˆ-2 especially
with t-butyl ammonium ion containing cell. In contrast, no noticeable
change in current density in device containing Lithium ion has been
observed.

SYOE 8.60 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Transparent conducting oxides deposited on plastic sub-
strates and organic semiconductors — •Petr Nozar1, Luca
Milana2, Riccardo Lotti2, Eugenio Lunedei1, and Carlo
Taliani1,2 — 1Istituto per lo Studio dei Materiali Nanostrutturati,
CNR, Via P. Gobetti, 101, 40129 Bologna, Italy — 2Organic Spin-
tronics, Srl, Via P. Gobetti, 101, 40129 Bologna, Italy

Transparent conducting oxides have been deposited successfully on
plastic substrates and organic semiconductors by brand-new Pulsed
Plasma Deposition (PPD) technique. This deposition method has been
developed by Organic Spintronics, Srl. The deposition process is based
on an ablation of an oxide target by pulsed electron and plasma beams.
The physical and chemical properties of oxide layers deposited by PPD
are superior to those obtained by PLD.

SYOE 8.61 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Optical Simulation of Organic Solar Cells With ZnO:Al Op-
tical Spacers — •Volker Lorrmann1,2, Daniel Rauh1,2, Carsten
Deibel2, Vladimir Dyakonov1,2, and Ingo Riedel1 — 1Div. Func-
tional Materials for Energy Technology, ZAE Bayern e.V., Am Hub-
land, D97074 Würzburg, Germany — 2Experimental Physics VI,
Faculty of Physics and Astronomy, Julius-Maximilians University of
Würzburg, Am Hubland, D97074 Würzburg, Germany

Organic bulk heterojunction solar cells are thin-film systems with re-
flecting metal electrode on the back. This configuration inhibits in-
terference of incident and reflected light within the device causing a
non-ideal absorption profile within the active layer. To adjust the in-
tensity distribution to maximum absorption in the absorber film a new
functional layer, so called optical spacer (OS), is included between the
active layer and the metal electrode. For this approach, wide-gap ma-
terials like TiOx or ZnO:Al represent promising candidates because
they are electron conducting, match the wanted positions of energy
bands and could be solution processed. Devices with nanoparticu-
lar ZnO:Al optical spacer have been investigated by simulation of the
electric field distribution throughout the device. We found optimized
photocurrents for OS layer thicknesses < 120 nm, while being strongly
depending on the active layer thickness. However, the maximum gain
in absorption due to the OS is only small as compared to experimental
results reported in the literature.

SYOE 8.62 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Comparison of different anode materials in efficient small
molecule organic solar cells — •Kerstin Schulze1, Bert
Männig1, Martin Pfeiffer1, Karl Leo1, Yuto Tomita2, Chris-
tian May2, Eduard Brier3, Egon Reinold3, and Peter Bäuerle3

— 1Institut für Angewandte Photophysik, Technische Universität
Dresden, George-Bähr-Str. 1, 01069 Dresden, Germany, www.iapp.de
— 2Fraunhofer IPMS, Maria-Reiche-Straße 2, 01109 Dresden, Ger-
many — 3Abteilung Organische Chemie II, Universität Ulm, 89081
Ulm, Germany

We present efficient organic solar cells using two different transpar-
ent conductive oxides (TCOs) as anode material: Indium Tin Oxide
(ITO) and Aluminium doped Zinc Oxide (ZAO). As shown by our
group before photovoltaic devices using an oligothiophene derivative
as donor and fullerene C60 as acceptor reach power efficencies of up to
3.4 % [1]. In a similar way, organic solar cells using a new kind of this
oligothiophene derivative and C60 with comparable power efficiencies
will be presented in combination with different anode materials. The
open-circuit voltage (Voc) of these heterojunction solar cells is defined
by the Fermi-levels of the free charge carriers in the active materials.
The influence of the workfunction of the TCO on the performance of
the photovoltaic device will be presented. Additionally, the IV-curves
of these solar cells depend on the kind of the oligothiophene derivative
and this will be discussed on two oligothiophene types as well.

[1] K. Schulze, C. Uhrich, R. Schüppel, K. Leo, M. Pfeiffer, E. Brier,
E. Reinold, P. Bäuerle, Adv. Mater. 18, 2872 (2006)

SYOE 8.63 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Investigation of organic heterojunction solar cells by photo-
induced absorption — •Toni Müller, Rico Schüppel, Bert
Männig, Michael Hoffmann, and Karl Leo — Institut für Ange-
wandte Photophysik, Technische Universität Dresden, 01062 Dresden

Investigations on organic heterojunction solar cells have shown an in-
crease of the open-circuit voltage when a spacer is inserted between
the photoactive interface of an acceptor and a donor. To improve
the understanding of these acceptor/spacer/donor-systems, we have
investigated three of these systems. For all three systems, we find an
increasing open-circuit voltage with increasing spacer thickness. As a
first explanation this increase can be caused by an increased charge
carrier density. To test this assumption the systems were analyzed by
the means of photo-induced absorption spectroscopy (PIA).

N-N’-dimethylperylene-3,4:9,10-dicarboximide (MePTCDI) was
used as absorbing acceptor material. For this material we found a
charge carrier signal at a wavelength of 830nm of the probe light.
With 4,4’,4”Tri(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA) as spacer ma-
terial a decrease of the charge carrier density with increasing spacer
thickness was found. We study and discuss a decrease of lifetimes and
a decreased charge carrier generation due to smaller energy differences
of the HOMO- and LUMO-levels as possible explanations for that
behaviour.

SYOE 8.64 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Infrared Light from organic light emitting diodes — •Thomas
Rosenow, Karsten Walzer, and Karl Leo — Institut für Ange-
wandte Photophysik, TU Dresden, D-01062 Dresden, Deutschland

Organic light emitting diodes for the visible part of the electromag-
netic spectrum have recently achieved excellent performance and have
stimulated work on devices emitting in the near infrared. We demon-
strate such near-infrared organic light-emitting diodes (NIR-OLEDs)
containing copper, palladium, and platinum phthalocyanine as emit-
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ting materials. These NIR-OLEDs exhibit electroluminescence at 1095
nm, 1025 nm and 966 nm. Low driving voltages are achieved by using
electrically doped transport layers. A yellow singlet emitter serves as
host for the emitting materials and improves the energy transfer to
the emitter. Using this approach, the external quantum efficiency is
increased up to 0.1 % at room-temperature. Furthermore, light-output
at a voltage of 3 V and a current density of 20 mA/cmˆ2 are observed.

SYOE 8.65 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Simulation of Phosphorescent Organic Light Emitting Diodes
— •Oliver Weiß1,2, Fryderyk Kozlowski2, Arvid Hunze2, and
Heinz von Seggern1 — 1Department of Materials Science, Techni-
cal University of Darmstadt, Germany — 2Siemens AG, CT MM 1,
Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91058 Erlangen, Germany

Numerical Simulation has proven to be a valuable tool for the qualita-
tive and quantitative description of fluorescent 3- and 4-layer OLED
devices. Since actual high efficient SM-OLED stacks comprise of wide
band gap host materials doped by phosphorescent guest molecules,
the simulation model was extended to phosphorescence. The one-
dimensional model differentiates between singlet and triplet states on
host and guest molecules. Triplets on the host are formed by the re-
combination of free charges, triplets on the guest via transfer from the
host, trap recombination and intersystem crossing from singlet states.
Rate equations describe exciton diffusion as well as radiative decay,
using different diffusion lengths and time constants for every guest ma-
terial. Triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet-polaron quenching were
implemented using rate equations published by M. Baldo . The results
of simulating a simple high efficient phosphorescent OLED stack are
presented in comparison to experimental data.

This work has been supported by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) within the framework of the OPAL
project.

SYOE 8.66 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Materials and Structures for Future Organic Laser Diodes
— •Bodo Wallikewitz, Matthias de la Rosa, Dirk Hertel, and
Klaus Meerholz — Universität zu Köln, Institut für Physikalische
Chemie, Luxemburgerstr. 116, 50939 Köln

The performance of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) has made
tremendous progress over the past decade, nevertheless the realization
of organic laser diodes remains a challenge. To achieve lasing optical
gain manifested by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is manda-
tory. We have investigated low ASE thresholds (5 uJ/cm2) and high
gain (50 cm-1) of cross-linked conjugated copolymers. Crosslinkable
materials can be structured to second order DFB gratings. Polymer
lasers with the emitter and resonator made of the same material are
investigated. The threshold of this polymer laser is 1.5 uJ/cm2. To
realize an electrically driven laser it is necessary to confine the wave
guided mode in the active layer in order to prevent losses induced by
the metal contacts in the device. We obtained a low ASE threshold of
10 uJ/cm2 in an electrical contactable device by using thick emitter,
electron and hole transport layers (HTL). Film thickness and refrac-
tive index were optimized for each layer. OLEDs are characterized and
the influence of thick multilayers on OLEDs performance is discussed.
The efficiency decreases from 9 Cd/A for a standard 100nm OLED to
5 Cd/A for a 1 um multilayer OLED. The ratio of the edge to top
emission intensity increases for a factor of 14 for the 1 um multilayer
OLED. Current densities of 500 A/cm2 are achieved for thick HTL
and a mobility of 2x10-3 cm2/Vs is extracted.

SYOE 8.67 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Revealing the Dynamics in Polymer-based Optoelectronic
Devices — •Sebastian Bange, Andrew Kuksov, and Dieter Ne-
her — Physik weicher Materie, Universität Potsdam, Am Neuen Palais
10, 14469 Potsdam, Germany

We report on measurements of charge carrier dynamics in polymer
light-emitting diodes based on a new commercial blue polyfluorene-
type copolymer. Investigations of charge carrier dynamics in thin-film
devices face several difficulties due to experimental limitations when
transit times reach the submicrosecond regime. For small-molecule de-
vices, some elaborate methods have been reported to overcome limita-
tions which heavily rely on multilayer structures.[1] Here, we report on
the application of a new type of transient electroluminescence (TEL)
method for the determination of electron dynamics relying on inter-
layer formation of spincoatable polymers. Detailed investigations show
the relationship between our new method, standard TEL in thin film
devices and time-of-flight (TOF) studies in thick layers. The role of

injection barriers at the contacts is investigated, and the difference in
trapping effects for TOF and TEL pointed out.
[1] R. A. Klenkler, G. Xu, H. Aziz et al., Appl Phys Lett 88 (24) (2006)

SYOE 8.68 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Degradation of PVK-based electrophosphorescent devices —
•Andriy Kuksov, Xiaohui Yang, and Dieter Neher — University
of Potsdam, Institute of Physics, Am Neuen Palais 10, 14469 Potsdam,
Germany

Organic light-emitting diodes based on the hole-conducting polymer
PVK blended with electron-transporting molecules and phosphores-
cent Iridium-complexes have recently been shown to exhibit high ex-
ternal quantum efficiencies and very good color stability [1]. Unfor-
tunately, these diodes based on polymer blends degrade quite rapidly.
Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of degradation is of high
importance in the view of the commercialization of polymer-based
OLEDs. It has been proposed that phase-separation of the individual
components in the blend layers is the main origin of device degrada-
tion. By comparing the photoluminescence (PL) and electrolumines-
cence (EL) of as-prepared and aged devices, we conclude that phase
separation is not the determining factor. In contrast, the effect of
ageing is clearly revealed in transient electroluminescence (TEL) ex-
periments. This suggests that the rapid degradation of these blend
devices is due to chemical rather than physical ageing.

SYOE 8.69 Tue 18:00 Poster B
New electron acceptor material for organic hole transport
materials — •Ralf Krause1,2, Günter Schmid2, Stefan Seidel1,2,
Arvid Hunze2, and Albrecht Winnacker1 — 1Department of Ma-
terials Science VI, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany —
2Siemens AG, CT MM 1, Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91052 Erlangen,
Germany

The injection and transport properties of organic materials are of fun-
damental interest to improve the understanding of small molecule
OLEDs. In the past years it was shown that the use of electri-
cally doped transport layers leads to devices with low driving volt-
ages, which is essential to achieve high power efficiencies. We eval-
uated a p-doping material with an evaporation temperature lower
than 300◦C and investigated its properties in hole-only devices and
OLEDs. N,N-di(naphthalen-2-yl)-N,N-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB), a
commercial hole-transport material is used as matrix for this dop-
ing material. Both materials were coevaporated with different con-
centrations. The best possible concentration increases the conductiv-
ity more than 5 orders of magnitude compared with pure NPB. The
transparency of the doped hole transport layer is much higher than
for the commonly used organic dopants like 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4TCNQ) due to its lower intensity charge
transfer band.

SYOE 8.70 Tue 18:00 Poster B
High efficient white Organic Light Emitting Diodes —
•Stefan Seidel1,2, Ralf Krause1,2, Fryderyk Kozlowski2,
Günter Schmid2, Arvid Hunze2, and Albrecht Winnacker1

— 1Department of Materials Science VI, University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg, Germany — 2Siemens AG, CT MM 1, Günter-
Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91058 Erlangen, Germany

Due to the rapid progress in the last years the performance of organic
light emitting diodes (OLEDs) has reached a level where general light-
ing presents a most interesting application target. We demonstrate,
how the color coordinates of the emission spectrum can be adjusted
using a combinatorial evaporation tool to lie on the desired black body
curve representing cold and warm white, respectively. The evaluation
includes phosphorescent and fluorescent dye approaches to optimize
lifetime and efficiency, simultaneously. Detailed results are presented
with respect to variation of layer thicknesses and dopant concentra-
tions of each layer within the OLED stack. The most promising ap-
proach contains phosphorescent red and green dyes combined with a
fluorescent blue one as blue phosphorescent dopants are not yet stable
enough to achieve long lifetimes. This work has been supported by the
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) within
the framework of the OPAL project.

SYOE 8.71 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Multimode spontaneous emission of optically confined or-
ganic photonic dots — •Maik Langner, Clemens Schriever,
Robert Gehlhaar, Hartmut Fröb, Vadim G. Lyssenko, and Karl
Leo — Institut für Angewandte Photophysik, Technische Universität
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Dresden, 01062 Dresden, Germany, www.iapp.de

We report on the preparation and photoluminescence of photonic
dots of the organic semiconductor tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum
(AlQ3). The organic material is thermally evaporated onto a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector (DBR) through a carbon film mask directly at-
tached to the sample with micrometer sized holes. To obtain photonic
dots with various lateral shapes and diameters between 1 and 5 µm, an
additional DBR is grown on the top. The mirrors consisting of alter-
nating SiO2- and TiO2-layers are produced by reactive electron-beam
evaporation and provide maximum reflectivities with Rmax > 99.6%
enabling microcavities with high quality factors in vertical direction.
Using a photoluminescence setup with micrometer lateral resolution,
the spontaneous emission of the structured samples is studied after 407
nm cw laser excitation. This setup records the linear emission angle-
and polarization-dependent using a spectrometer-CCD combination.
As a result of the three dimensional optical confinement, the emission
spectra show a number of discrete modes with spectral separations de-
pendent on the structural size. The experimental results are compared
with different models based on numerical methods.

SYOE 8.72 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Magnetoresistance in organic semiconductors — •Ulrich
Niedermeier1,2, Michael Vieth1, Wiebke Sarfert1, Manfred
Rührig1, Ralph Pätzold1, and Heinz von Seggern2 — 1Siemens
AG, CT MM 1, Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91058 Erlangen, Germany
— 2TU Darmstadt, Department of Materials Science, Petersenstr. 23,
64287 Darmstadt, Germany

Organic semiconductors are promising materials for use in novel elec-
tronic devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). Re-
cently it has been demonstrated that the resistance of OLEDs changes
in the presence of an external magnetic field [1]. The organic magneto-
resistance (OMR) effect is isotropic regarding the direction of the
magnetic field and can be observed at room temperature. Since the
investigated structures do not contain any ferromagnetic materials
the OMR is to be distinguished from the well-known giant magneto-
resistance in spin-valve structures. We performed magnetoresistance
measurements and electro-optical characterizations of various OLED
structures. As a result we show the dependence of the OMR effect
on both the magnitude of the magnetic field and the voltage applied
to the OLEDs. Furthermore, we point out that the OMR effect can
be influenced by varying the materials of the organic layers and the
cathode.

[1] T. Francis, Ö. Mermer, G. Veeraraghavan, M. Wohlgenannt,
New J. Phys. 6, 185, 2004.

SYOE 8.73 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Simulation of Light Extraction from OLEDs — •Nils A.
Reinke, Michael Hutzel, Christian Bergner, Stefan Nowy, and
Wolfgang Brütting — University of Augsburg, Institute of Physics,
Experimental Physics, Augsburg, Germany

Light extraction from organic light emitting devices is dominated by
two optical effects, a) wide angle interference and b) multiple beam
interference. In a) directly radiated light interferes with the reflec-
tion on the metallic electrode and leads to light emission, which is
strongly dependent on the position of the emitting dipole layer. In
b) light is reflected back and forth between two reflecting layers. In
this study emission spectra were calculated by two different simulation
techniques: a so-called dipole approach and an absorption model. For
the former, radiant molecules are treated as oscillating dipole anten-
nae. This classical approach allows calculating the far field radiation
of these dipoles. The absorption model [1] presumes that the same
pathway taken by the radiation from an external light source to cou-
ple into leaky modes is used by photons generated inside the organic
multilayer structure to leave the device. The emission spectrum of an
OLED is then given by the product of the spectral distribution of the
generated photons times the probability of the photons to leave the
device as leaky modes. The applicability of these two models was ver-
ified for two different types of OLEDs. The first type comprising one
transparent electrode for which wide angle interference is dominant
and the second including two reflective electrodes for which multiple
beam interference is more important. [1] N. A. Reinke et. al, Opt.
Comm, 2667 (2006) 191-197

SYOE 8.74 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Charge transport and triplet quenching in conjugated poly-
mers — •Dirk Hertel and Klaus Meerholz — Institute of Phys-
ical Chemistry, University of Cologne, Luxemburger Str. 116, 50939

Cologne

According to spin statistics the formation of excited states in OLEDs
from uncorrelated charge carriers yields 25% singlet and 75% triplet
states, the latter do usually not contribute to electroluminescence. Lit-
tle is know about triplet charge carrier (polaron) interaction in conju-
gated polymers. The quenching of triplets by polarons might play an
important role for the degradation of OLEDs or for applications such
as organic lasers, since triplets are accumulated in the device due to
their long lifetime. The investigation of charge transport in a poly-
spirobifluorene with a hole transporting unit by current voltage char-
acteristics as a function of temperature yields hole mobilities of 10-4
cm2 /Vs for the SCLC regime. Comparison of the SCLC mobility with
mobilities obtained by time of flight (ToF) measurements shows that
in the SCLC regime the mobility is trap limited. The ToF mobility is
temperature and electric field dependent. From combined experimen-
tal investigations of time resolved phosphorescence spectroscopy and
charge transport studies we are able to show that triplet quenching is a
significant loss mechanism. The test system is PtOEP doped the poly-
spirobifluorene copolymer. The triplet polaron quenching constant is
about 10-13 cm3/s. The influence of PtOEP concentration and film
thickness on the quenching efficiency is discussed.

SYOE 8.75 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Hole transport in solution processed multi layer devices —
•Angeles Pitarch, Dirk Hertel, and Klaus Meerholz — Institut
für Physikalische Chemie, Universität zu Köln, Luxemburgerstr. 116,
50939 Köln

Luminescent conjugated polymers are increasingly used as active com-
ponents in optoelectronic devices such as light emitting diodes (LEDs).
The most promising approach to achieve multiple layers for purely so-
lution processed devices is the crosslinking of small molecules after
deposition, which leads to insoluble layers. We have studied charge
transport in unipolar devices by current voltage measurements and
transient current experiments. Our hole transport layers (HTL) con-
sist of triphenylene-diamine derivatives with different oxidation poten-
tial. This allows tuning of the energy level offset between the anode
(ITO/PEDOT) work function and the highest occupied molecular or-
bital (HOMO) of the hole transport materials. The current voltage
characteristics show a transition from injection limited conduction to
space charge limited conduction (SCLC) for decreasing energy level off-
set. The occurrence of SCLC depends as well on temperature. We have
carried out investigations of doping, induced upon crosslinking and
processing conditions on current voltage characteristics of crosslinked
HTLs. The results are indicative of charge transport governed by bulk
effects. The hole mobility reaches values of 10 -3 cm2/ Vs. Experi-
mental data were fitted according to recent charge transport models
taking into account trapping and a charge density dependent mobility,
respectively.

SYOE 8.76 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Thick Multilayer Devices for Potential Organic Laser Diodes
— •Bodo Wallikewitz, Matthias de la Rosa, Dirk Hertel, and
Klaus Meerholz — Universität zu Köln, Institut für Physikalische
Chemie, Luxemburgerstr. 116, 50939 Köln

The performance of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) has made
tremendous progress over the past decade, nevertheless the realization
of organic laser diodes remains a challenge. To achieve lasing optical
gain manifested by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is manda-
tory. We have investigated low ASE thresholds (5 uJ/cm2) and high
gain (50 cm-1) of cross-linked conjugated copolymers. Crosslinkable
materials can be structured to second order DFB gratings. Polymer
lasers with the emitter and resonator made of the same material are
investigated. The threshold of this polymer laser is 1.5 uJ/cm2. To
realize an electrically driven laser it is necessary to confine the wave
guided mode in the active layer in order to prevent losses induced by
the metal contacts in the device. We obtained a low ASE threshold of
10 uJ/cm2 in an electrical contactable device by using thick emitter,
3electron and hole transport layers (HTL). Film thickness and refrac-
tive index were optimized for each layer. OLEDs are characterized and
the influence of thick multilayers on OLEDs performance is discussed.
The efficiency decreases from 9 Cd/A for a standard 100nm OLED to
5 Cd/A for a 1 um multilayer OLED. The ratio of the edge to top
emission intensity increases for a factor of 14 for the 1 um multilayer
OLED. Current densities of 500 A/cm2 are achieved for thick HTL
and a mobility of 2x10-3 cm2/Vs is extracted.

SYOE 8.77 Tue 18:00 Poster B
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Inverted OLED based on RT Pulsed Plasma Deposition of
IMO top-anode — •Eugenio Lunedei1, Yiqiang Zhan1, Valentin
Dediu1, Peter Nozar1, and Carlo Taliani1,2 — 1ISMN - CNR —
2Organic Spintronics s.r.l., Via Gobetti 101, 40129 Bologna, Italy

The advent of a new Room Temperature Pulsed Plasma Deposition
(RT PPD) technique opens the possibility to integrate the use of
Transparent Conducting Oxides (TCO) with soft materials (1). We
applied PPD to create transparent and conducting electrodes on or-
ganic light emitting devices. Aim of the research is to develop inverted
(i.e. with reversed layer ordering) top-emitting diode structure with a
transparent anode; traditional OLEDs use a transparent bottom elec-
trode made of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) on glass to let the emitted
light exit from the device. Nevertheless, such a structure is not suit-
able to be directly integrated on the n-type FET-driven backplanes
used as circuit in active-matrix OLED displays. The deposition of
TCOs as top layer on sandwich of organics is crucial to fabricate ef-
ficient inverted OLEDs. Radio-frequency sputtering, up to now the
process mostly used to create the top electrode, causes serious degra-
dation of organics. We used RT PPD to deposit TCOs as IMO (In-
dium Molybdenum Oxide) and ZnO on vacuum-sublimed inverted de-
vices (Al/AlQ3/NPB/IMO). These new materials offer flat surface,
very high transparency (exceding 90%) in VIS-IR and good hole in-
jection properties (sheet resistance 40Ω �). Experimental results show
no damage of underlaying organics arising from PPD and low turn-on
voltages of devices.
(1) Organic Spintronics: Patent Pending (2006).

SYOE 8.78 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Characterization of Large Area Organic Photodetectors on
Flexible Substrates — •Sandro Tedde1, Edgar Zaus1, Tobias
Rauch1, Jens Fürst1, and Paolo Lugli2 — 1Siemens AG, CT MM
1, Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91052 Erlangen — 2TU München,
Lehrstuhl für Nanoelektronik, Arcisstraße 21, 80333 München

Photodetectors realized by solution processable organic semiconduc-
tors offer the possibility to realize large area and low weight devices on
flexible substrates with low cost production processes. We report on
organic photodetectors, with areas up to 40mm2, processed on flexible
multibarrier coated PET foils. A poly-3-hexyl-thiophene (P3HT):[6,6]-
phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) blend, forming a bulk
heterojunction represents the active light absorbing layer for visible
light. A thin film encapsulation ensures protection of the device against
oxygen and moisture and the maintenance of a good flexibility. Ac-
celerated lifetime tests using a climatic chamber under different tem-
perature and humidity conditions have been performed. By the use of
ITO as bottom electrode and a semitransparent metallic top electrode
it is possible to realize semitransparent devices for the visible spec-
tral range. The effects on the current-voltage curves while curving the
substrates will be additionally presented. For demonstration purpose
a linear array of 14 large area photodetectors (40mm2) was produced,
indicating the light response of each detector by an LED.

SYOE 8.79 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Annealing Studies on Organic Photodetectors using
Impedance Spectroscopy — •Edgar Zaus1, Sandro Tedde1, To-
bias Rauch1, Jens Fürst1, and Gottfried Döhler2 — 1Siemens
AG, CT MM 1, Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91050 Erlangen — 2Max
Planck Research Group for Optics, Information and Photonics, Uni-
versity of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Günther-Scharowsky-Str. 1, 91052
Erlangen

Organic photo detectors offer various advantages over inorganic de-
vices, e.g. large area imaging at low fabrication costs and the realiza-
tion of the devices on flexible substrates. A poly-3-hexyl-thiophene
(P3HT):[6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) blend,
forming a bulk heterojunction, is a widely used absorbing material
due to its good exciton dissociation properties. Annealing of the de-
vice leads to a significant improvement of bulk heterojunction organic
solar cells as reported in literature. We show that also the perfor-
mance of organic photodetectors is influenced positively by thermal
treatment. Results obtained from impedance spectroscopy measure-
ments in addition to current-voltage characteristics and charge extrac-
tion by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV) measurements give insight
into the annealing effects.

SYOE 8.80 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Determination of charge carrier mobility in poly(3-
hexylthiophene) with different current transient measure-
ment techniques — •Andreas Baumann, Carsten Deibel, and

Vladimir Dyakonov — Experimental Physics VI, Physical Institute,
Julius-Maximilians University of Würzburg, Am Hubland, D-97074
Würzburg, Germany

The carrier mobility in organic disordered materials, such as conju-
gated polymers, plays an important role in understanding the be-
haviour of organic electronic devices. We investigated the mobility of
charge carriers in poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) using different cur-
rent transient measurement methods. Besides the conventional tran-
sient photoconductivity experiment, time-of-flight (TOF), we used ex-
traction current transient techniques, such as charge carrier extraction
by linearly increasing voltage (CELIV), probing equilibrium carriers
instead. The field and temperature dependence of the mobility will be
discussed in view of hopping transport in a Gaussian density of states
distribution.

SYOE 8.81 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Investigation of the non-linearity in Output Characteristics of
Organic Field-Effect Transistors — •Andrei Herasimovich, Su-
sanne Scheinert, and Ingo Hörselmann — TU Ilmenau, PF, 98684
Ilmenau, Germany

Organic field effect transistors (OFETs) have shown a promising po-
tential for applications as active matrix displays and RFID. For such
applications they must have good electrical characteristics, which not
always can be reached. For instance, a nonlinearity takes place in out-
put characteristics of OFETs at the small drain/source voltages. This
non linearity was attributed in literature to contact problems or field
dependent mobility [1,2].

We have prepared OFETs in top contact (TOC) and bottom con-
tact (BOC) design with channel lengths more than 25µm. The mea-
sured output characteristics show only a nonlinearity for the TOC-
transistors. From our 2D-simulations result, the field dependence of
the mobility is not the reason for such long channel devices. However,
bulk traps in the polymer layer can cause the nonlinearity in the TOC-
structure whereas in the BOC design only the drain current is strongly
reduced.

[1] D.J. Gundlach, L. Zhou, J.A. Nichols, T.N. Jackson, P.V. Necli-
udov, M.S. Shur, J. Appl. Phys. 100, 024509 (2006).

[2] S. Cherian, C. Donley, D. Mathine, L. LaRussa, W. Xia, N. Arm-
strong, J. Appl. Phys. 96, 5638 (2004).

SYOE 8.82 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Bipolaron Mechanism for Hysteresis in Organic Field-Effect
Devices — •Gernot Paasch1 and Susanne Scheinert2 — 1IFW
Dresden, Germany — 2TU Ilmenau, Germany

Hysteresis effects occur usually in organic field-effect transistors or
MOS capacitors. The capacitance-voltage curves for the two sweep
directions of the gate voltage differ essentially by different flat band
voltages, or equivalently different interface charges. In contrast to
statements in the literature, trap recharging does not lead to this type
of hysteresis [1]. We show that formation and dissociation of bipolarons
(BP) or polaron pairs (PP) can cause this hysteresis in MOS capacitors
with conjugated polymers as organic semiconductor. For energetically
favored BPs (PPs) sufficient amount of the accumulation charge can
be transformed into BPs (PPs) during the sweep from depletion to ac-
cumulation and the subsequent waiting time. At the beginning of the
reverse sweep, the dissociation is retarded and the BPs (PPs) remain
for some time at the interface leading to the shifted flat band voltage.
For a quantitative estimate of the relevant relaxation times we made
use of the reaction rate for BP formation determined recently from
bias stress experiments [2].

[1] Th. Lindner, G. Paasch, S. Scheinert, J. Appl. Phys. 98, 114505
(2005).

[2] A. Salleo, R. A. Street, Phys. Rev. B 70, 235324 (2004).
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Current Transport Mechanism in a Pentacene Diode with
a Tunneling Contact revealed by Numerical Simulation —
•Thomas Lindner1, Gernot Paasch1, Christof Wöll2, Lars
Ruppel2, Alexander Birkner2, Gregor Witte2, and Carsten
Busse2 — 1IFW Dresden, Germany — 2Ruhr-Universität Bochum

A diode-like device has been fabricated [1] by deposition of pentacene
on a surface-modified, single-crystalline Au-substrate. The tip of an
STM is used as a tunneling electrode. The current-voltage character-
istics of this device reveal an asymmetry with respect to the polarity,
depending on film thickness [1]. Numerical simulations allow to relate
the onset of the current at positive sample bias (depending on pen-
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tacene film thickness) to n-conduction, in contrast to the commonly
observed p-type for poly-crystalline pentacene. The origin of this pecu-
liarity is that for low positive voltage the hole current injected from the
substrate limits the electron tunneling from the tip to the pentacene
layer. This small hole current results in an increasing voltage drop be-
tween tip and layer. Once this voltage drop compensates the electron
barrier, direct tunneling of electrons into the pentacene LUMO leads to
a steeply increasing electron current, which shifts with the pentacene
layer thickness. In contrast, at negative sample bias direct tunneling
of electrons into the LUMO does not occur. A steeply increasing hole
current is observed that is independent on pentacene film thickness.

[1] L. Ruppel, A. Birkner, G. Witte, C. Busse, T. Lindner, G. Paasch,
Ch. Wöll, submitted.
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Localized charge transfer between a molecular acceptor and
polymer donors — Kue Surk Park1, •Jörn-Oliver Vogel1,
Dessislava Sainova2, Silvia Janietz2, Jürgen Rabe1, and Nor-
bert Koch1 — 1Institut für Physik, Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
,Berlin — 2Fraunhofer-Institute of Applied Polymer Research, Golm,
Germany

The environmental stability of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) can
be significantly improved by incorporation of (1,4-dithienyl-2,3,5,6-
tetrafluorobenzene) (TFT) units in the main chain, which leads to an
increase of the average polymer ionization energy in thin films as mea-
sured by photoemission spectroscopy. P3HT and P3HT-TFT copoly-
mers can be rendered highly conductive by ”doping” with the electron
acceptor tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQF4), i.e., the
formation of molecule-polymer charge transfer complexes. As the aver-
age ionization energy of P3HT-TFT increases for increasing TFT con-
centration, a decrease in the charge transfer efficiency with TCNQF4
could be expected. However, our infrared absorption spectroscopy in-
vestigations on such charge transfer systems indicate that the charge
transfer is independent of the TFT concentration within copolymers.
This suggests that the molecule-polymer charge transfer is due to a
highly localized interaction between TCNQF4 and conjugated thio-
phene units.

SYOE 8.85 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Influence of contact effects on the performance of printed
pentacene Thin Film Transistors — •Amare Benor and Diet-
mar Knipp — International University Bremen, School of Engineering
and Science, 28759 Bremen, Germany

Micro Contact Printing (µCP) of self-assembled monolayer (SAMs)
in combination with selective surface wetting was used to realize
pentacene thin film transistors (TFTs). The combination of µCP
and selective wetting/dewetting provides a universal route to pattern
a variety of different materials including polymers and metal films.
In our study we used the SAMs of octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS),
CH3(CH2)17SiCl3, which was printed on cleaned silicon or glass sub-
strate. The printed monolayer leads to the formation of hydrophilic
and hydrophobic regions, which facilitates the selective deposition of
polymers or resists like Poly (methyl methacrylate), PMMA, on the
hydrophilic regions. Following the selective deposition of a resist, a
lift-off process was used to pattern gold and titanium metal thin films.
This technique was applied to realize radio frequency (RF) coils and
electrodes for pentacene TFTs. The techniques allows for patterning
of electrodes down to 2µm. Transistors fabricated by this approach
exhibit charge carrier mobilities of 0.2-0.4 cm2/Vs and on/off ratios
of 106. The influence of the printed process on contact resistance
of the TFTs, charge carrier mobility and the threshold voltage will
be discussed. Finally, the electrical characteristic of pentacene TFTs
prepared by printing will be compared with transistors prepared by
conventional optical lithography.

SYOE 8.86 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Frequency response of transconductance on OFETs with
different source/drain contacts — •Ingo Hörselmann, Andrei
Herasimovich, and Susanne Scheinert — TU Ilmenau, PF, 98684
Ilmenau, Germany

We prepared organic field effect transistors with spin coated TPD(4M)-
MEH-PPV as semiconductor material. Silanized silicon dioxide was
used as gate insulator. The source and drain contacts were imple-
mented in bottom contact (BOC) and top contact (TOC) design with
different contact materials evaporated through a shadow mask.

The two transistor designs were investigated by static measurements.
Only TOC structure transistors show a nonlinearity in the output char-

acteristic at low drain voltages. Additional we measured the frequency
response of the transconductance at different gate voltages in linear
and saturation regime. In case of top contact structures the transcon-
ductance shows in the linear transistor regime an additional phase
shift above the cut-off frequency. This phase shift was caused by the
frequency dependency of gate-drain capacitance.

We compare the measurement results with two dimensional device
simulations. The nonlinearity in the output characteristic and the
phase shift in the transconductance can be caused by trap states and
anisotropic mobility.

SYOE 8.87 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Nanoscale Organic Field-effect Transistors based on P3HT
with switching frequencies above one Megahertz — •Arne
Hoppe1, Paul Wöbkenberg2, Jörg Seekamp1, and Veit Wagner1

— 1School of Engineering and Science, International University Bre-
men, Campus Ring 8, 28759 Bremen, Germany — 2present address:
Imperial College London, UK

Switching speed is crucial for many applications in organic electron-
ics. Therefore the improvement of the dynamic properties of organic
field effect transistors (OFETs) is a mayor demand. The possibility to
achieve higher frequency regimes will enable new fields of applications.
We demonstrate high frequency organic thin film transistors based on
high-mobility regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (r,r*-P3HT) as ac-
tive material and silicon oxide as gate dielectric. Transistors built by
e-beam lithography with sub-micron channel lengths and gold contacts
in bottom configuration show unity-gain bandwidth beyond 1 MHz in
air at low supply voltages of 10 V. For channel lengths L below 500
nm deviations from ideal L scaling law are observed experimentally,
which are attributed to contact effects. We present a model beyond
the ideal scaling law to predict the maximum operational frequency
which is based on transistor parameters, geometry and contact resis-
tance. Further deviations of measured transfer frequencies with respect
to the expected values are discussed in terms of the organic material
properties and interfaces to the gate isolator and electrodes.

SYOE 8.88 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Organic field effect transistors with rubrene — •Thomas Diek-
mann, Soraja Bondi-Fernandez, and Ulrich Hilleringmann —
University of Paderborn, Department of Electrical Engineering EIM-
E, 33098 Paderborn

While much research work is focused on the deposition of organic ma-
terials like small molecules by thermal evaporation in high vacuum
this work shows results of a deposition process at backing pressure in
inert gas atmosphere. First transistors are built on a silicon substrate
which serves at the same time as common gate electrode. For gate di-
electric thermally grown silicon dioxide is used with a layer thickness
of 138 nm. Drain and source electrodes of gold are structured by UV-
lithography and lift-off. At backing pressure in inert gas atmosphere
small crystals of rubrene could be introduced into the transistor chan-
nel. In this way organic field effect transistors are fabricated that can
drive a drain source current of about -44µA @ VGS = VDS = -40 V.

SYOE 8.89 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Temperature and Gate-Voltage Dependent Field Effect Mo-
bility of the Conjugated Polymer Poly(3-Hexyl Thiophene) —
•Maria Hammer1, Julia Schafferhans1, Ingo Riedel2, Carsten
Deibel1, and Vladimir Dyakonov1,2 — 1Experimental Physics VI,
Physical Institute, Julius-Maximilians- — 2Div. Functional Materi-
als for Energy Technology, ZAE Bayern e.V., Am Hubland, 97074
Würzburg, Germany

We investigated the field effect mobility of regio-regular poly(3-hexyl
thiophene), in dependence of temperature and charge carrier concen-
tration in field effect transistors. The influence of the contact resistance
at room temperature is studied: Only for channels above 80 micron
length does the contact resistance become negligible, therefore showing
the intrinsic field-effect mobility. Consequently, we present tempera-
ture dependent measurements for a long channel transistor. The data
will be discussed in view of models for charge carrier mobility in dis-
ordered organic materials, in particular the parametric description by
Pasveer et al [1].

[1] W. F. Pasveer et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005) 206601.

SYOE 8.90 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Tuning the threshold voltage of organic field-effect tran-
sistors by an electret encapsulating layer — Michael
Scharnberg1, Vladimir Zaporojtchenko1, •Rainer Adelung1,
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Franz Faupel1, Christoph Pannemann2, Thomas Diekmann2, and
Ulrich Hilleringmann2 — 1for Multicomponent Materials, Techni-
cal Faculty, University of Kiel, Germany — 2Department EIM-E, Sen-
sor Technology, University of Paderborn, Germany

High threshold voltages are a major problem for the realization of or-
ganic field effect transistors (OFETs). It was shown, that dual-gate
FET structures allow to shift the threshold voltage. Here, we present
a technique to adjust the threshold voltage of an OFET using a de-
sign similar to a dual-gate structure with an insulating Teflon-based
electret layer as a second gate. The threshold voltage of a pentacene
bottom gate OFET was shifted from +13.1 V to -2.3 V by deposition
of a 1.7 µm thick electret layer proving the principal feasibility of this
approach [1].

[1] M. Scharnberg, V.Zaporojtchenko, R. Adelung, F. Faupel, T.
Diekmann, C. Pannemann, and U. Hilleringmann, Appl. Phys. Lett.
90 (2007) in press

SYOE 8.91 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Organische Feldeffekttransistoren auf flexiblen Substraten —
•Stefan Richter1, Matthias Plötner1, Wolf-Joachim Fischer1,
Xuan-Dung Dang2 und Waldfried Plieth2 — 1Technische Univer-
sität Dresden, Institut für Halbleiter- und Mikrosystemtechnik, 01062
Dresden — 2Technische Universität Dresden, Institut für Physikalische
Chemie und Elektrochemie, 01062 Dresden

Ziel der Arbeiten ist der Aufbau organischer Feldeffekttransisto-
ren (OFETs) auf flexiblen Unterlagen mit kostengünstigen Techni-
ken. Schwerpunkte sind die Entwicklung und Präparation geeigne-
ter Referenzsubstrate zur Charakterisierung der organischen Halb-
leiter, ihre Strukturierung und Kontaktierung sowie die Gesamt-
technologieentwicklung auf flexiblen Substraten. Im Ergebnis wer-
den OFETs vorgestellt, die in Gate-unten-Anordnung auf Polymer-
folien mit Al-Metallisierung aufgebaut werden. Diese dient als Gate-
Elektrode und wird an der Oberfläche anodisch zu einem dünnen hoch-
DK-Dielektrikum (εr = 8..12) oxidiert. Aus der großen Gatekapazität
resultieren kleine Steuerspannungen. Das Oxid zeichnet sich zudem
durch einen hohen spezifischen Widerstand (ρ = 1..2 ∗ 1014 Ωcm) und
große Durchbruchfestigkeit aus (EBD = 6..8 MV/cm). Als Source- und
Drain-Elektroden dienen Goldstrukturen. Organische Halbleiterfilme
aus Thiophenderivaten werden aus Lösung entweder ganzflächig durch
Schleudern oder strukturiert durch Tintenstrahldruck aufgebracht. Die
mit Tintenstrahldruck erzeugten Bauelemente weisen gegenüber den
ganzflächig beschichteten deutlich verringerte Leckströme auf und er-
reichen Feldeffektbeweglichkeiten von bis zu 2 ∗ 10−3 cm2/V s.

SYOE 8.92 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Organic Thin Film Transistor Based Sensors with Chem-
ically Reactive Interfacial Layers — •Peter Pacher1, A.
Lex2, V. Proschek1, O. Werzer1, P. Frank1, S. Temmel2,
E. Tchernychova3, M. Szezen3, G. Hlawacek4, Q. Shen4,
C. Teichert4, W. Grogger3, R. Resel1, R. Schennach1, A.
Winkler1, C. Slugovc2, G. Trimmel2, and E. Zojer1 — 1Institute
of Solid State Physics, TU Graz , 8010 Graz, Austria — 2Institute for
Chemistry and Technology of Organic Materials, TU Graz — 3FELMI-
ZFE, TU Graz — 4Institute of Physics, MU Leoben, 8700 Leoben,
Austria

We discuss the influence of reactive thin layers on the device perfor-
mance of P3HT based organic thin film transistors (OTFTs). The
CSTS layer (2-(4-Chlorosulfonylphenyl)-ethyltrichlorosilane) is char-
acterized by XRR thickness measurements. Reflection absorption in-
frared spectroscopy (RAIRS) is used to study the chemical reaction
of CSTS with ammonia gas (NH3). Density functional theory calcu-
lations are presented to explain the origin of the observed peaks and
peak shifts of the RAIRS spectra and are in good agreement with
our experimental data. XPS studies on samples before and after NH3
exposure are a further proof for the proposed reaction to happen.

Particular attention is paid to how such thin films can be used as
sensitizers. We find that the turn on voltage shifts from large positive
values to negative values.

We believe that this novel sensor concept can open new routes for
the design and the optimization in the field of organic sensors.

SYOE 8.93 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Hysteresis in Bio-Organic Field-Effect Transistors — •Stadler
Philipp1, Birendra Singh1, Reinhard Schwoediauer2, Siegfried
Bauer2, James Grote3, and Serdar Sariciftci1 — 1LIOS Al-
tenbergerstr. 69., 4040 Linz, Austria — 2SOMAP Altenbergerstr.
69., 4040 Linz, Austria — 3AFRL/MLPS, Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio USA

In organic field effect transistors (OFETs) the gate dielectric plays
a crucial role - highly insulating thin film polymer layers are key-
components in state of the art organic transistor devices. When
replacing the polymer layer by introducing solution-processed thin
film surfactant-modified biopolymer Desoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
as gate dielectric [1], transistor-characteristics are changed towards
remanence-like hystheresis behaviours. The hysteresis-loops probed
in bio-organic field effect transistors (BiOFETs) derived from DNA
and fullerene derivatives form bistable states which can be used for
memory devices at low operating voltage regime compared to similar
organic thin film transistors using polymers as gate insulator. Bulk-
interface interactions have been reported in various space-charge elec-
trets without ferroelectric-like properties and - in the case of DNA
- are probed with sandwich devices of pristine biopolymer (Metal-
Insulator-Metal) as well as sandwich devices with biopolymer and
semiconducting fullerene derivative (Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor-
Metal) and bottom gate top electrode OFET devices itself. [1] T.
B. Singh et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 85, 5409 (2004).

SYOE 8.94 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Polyvinylalcohol Dielectrics in Metal-Insulator-Metal, Metal-
Insulator-Semiconductor and Organic Field Effect Transistor
Structures — •Martin Egginger1, Mihai Irimia-Vladu2, Rein-
hard Schwödiauer2, Andreas Tanda3, Siegfried Bauer2, and N.
Serdar Sariciftci1 — 1LIOS, JK University Linz, Altenbergerstr.
69, 4040 Linz, Austria — 2Soft Matter Physics, JK University Linz,
Altenbergerstr. 69, 4040 Linz, Austria — 3plastic electronic GmbH,
Rappetsederweg 28, 4040 Linz, Austria

Hysteresis is a well known phenomenon in the electrical characteristics
of organic field effect transitors (OFETs) using polyvinylalcohol (PVA)
as dielectric material. It was already proposed that mobile ionic impu-
rities in the PVA might be the reason for the observed hystersis effect.
A side-product of PVA is sodium acetate (NaAc). Further cleaning the
received PVA by dialysis, significantly removed NaAc in the as received
PVA. In order to study the influence of the NaAc ions on the proper-
ties of PVA, measurements were performed with metal-insulator-metal
(MIM), metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) and OFET structures
with C60 as semiconductor. Comparing the transfer characteristic
curves of OFETs using the *as received* PVA with the dialysis grade
PVA shows a dramatic decrease of the hysteresis. With intentionally
added impurities of NaAc into the dialysis grade PVA the hysteresis is
observed again and is even enlarged. Measurements on OFETs corre-
late well with dielectric spectroscopy results on MIM and MIS struc-
tures, thereby demonstrating that hysteresis in PVA based OFETs is
caused by ionic impurities.

SYOE 8.95 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Influence of dielectric surface modification on perylene thin-
film properties and OTFT performance — •Christian Ef-
fertz, Maryam Beigmohamadi, Phenwisa Niyamakom, Azadeh
Farahzadi, Philip Schulz, and Matthias Wuttig — Institute of
Physics (IA), RWTH Aachen University of Technology, 52056 Aachen,
Germany

Organic Thin-Film Transistors (OTFTs) are promising for electronic
application, e.g. as an active matrix for flexible displays. It has been
suggested that some organic materials, such as perylene, show a high
field-effect mobility, comparable to hydrogenated amorphous silicon
(a-Si:H). Since the properties of the organic thin film have a major in-
fluence on the field-effect mobility, an understanding of the influence of
structural properties and morphology on device efficiency is necessary.

In this study, perylene-based OTFTs have been investigated employ-
ing two different dielectric layers, SiO2 and Al2O3 on top of highly
doped silicon substrates, which were used as the gate contact. Ther-
mally evaporated gold pads acted as the contacts for the source and
drain of the devices . Subsequently the influence of surface modifi-
cation of the dielectric layer, e.g. surface treatment by UV-ozone or
self-assembled monolayers of octadecyltricholorsilane (OTS), on film
properties and device efficiency has been studied. Different character-
ization techniques, including the atomic force microscopy (AFM) for
surface morphology, x-ray diffractometry (XRD) for structural analy-
sis and drop shape analysis for determination of surface free energy,
have been employed in this investigation.

SYOE 8.96 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Charge transport in C60/CuPc donor-acceptor blends —
Markus Bronner, •Andreas Opitz, and Wolfgang Brütting —
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Institut für Physik, Universität Augsburg, 86135 Augsburg, Germany

In recent years, large progress has been made in the realization of
electronic circuits based on organic field-effect transistors (OFETs).
However, these circuits as being built-up of unipolar (mostly p-type)
OFETs only, have a number of drawbacks. To overcome them, re-
cently, ambipolar OFETs have been suggested as a first step towards
complementary organic circuits.

In this work we are analysing the ambipolar charge transport
in blend systems of small organic molecules. These mixed layers
are prepared by co-evaporation of n-conducting fullerene (C60) and
p-conducting copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) on pre-structured TFT-
substrates. It was found that the electrical characteristics (e.g. mo-
bilities of holes and electrons and threshold voltages) depend strongly
on the composition of the blend and on the preparation conditions
like substrate treatment and substrate temperature during evapora-
tion. The film structure and the morphology were analysed by X-ray
diffraction and scanning force microscopy.

SYOE 8.97 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Electrical and morphological characterization of sub-
micrometer organic transistors — •F. Ante1, S. Issing1, J.
Geurts1, G. Schmidt1, L.W. Molenkamp1, N.S. Oxtoby2, M.
Mas-Torrent2, N. Crivillers2, J. Veciana2, and C. Rovira2 —
1Universität Würzburg, Physikalisches Institut (EP3), Am Hubland,
D-97074 Würzburg, Germany — 2Institut de Ciencia de Materials de
Barcelona (CSIC), Campus UAB, 08193 Cerdanyola, Spain

We report on electrical and morphological characterization studies
of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) derivatives for sub-micron organic thin
film transistors (OTFTs). The electrical properties of the vacuum
deposited materials on highly n-doped silicon wafers with thermally
grown SiO2 were measured in bottom contact geometry with e-gun
evaporated metal contacts. The channel length was varied from 20 µm
to 0.5 µm for 50 nm thick oxide using optical lithography. Smaller
devices with channel length from 1000 nm to 80 nm were fabricated
on 10 nm thick oxide with electron beam lithography. We present
typical output and transfer characteristics for long and short channel
devices and analyzed their scaling behaviour. Charge carrier mobili-
ties above 10−2 cm2/V s were extracted. In situ studies during growth
indicate an increase of mobility with thickness over the investigated
range. From this result and from an AFM analysis we conclude 3D
crystalline growth. Furthermore we give a correlation between grain
sizes and device performance. We acknowledge support by the EU
Integrated Project NAIMO (No NMP4-CT-2004-500355), DGI Spain
(CTQ2006-06333/BQU) and CIRIT (2005SGR-005951).

SYOE 8.98 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Organic field effect transitors for spin polarised transport
- concept and recent advances — •Markus Michelfeit, Jean
Geurts, Georg Schmidt, and Laurens W. Molenkamp — Uni
Würzburg, Experimentelle Physik III, Am Hubland, 97074 Würzburg

The investigations of spin electronics and organic electronics have been
constantly increasing in the last years. Our concept of an organic
field-effect transistor (OFET) for spin-polarised transport combines
the goals of these two fields of research. Thus the possibility of spin
polarised transport would add a new degree of freedom to the con-
ventional charge based transistor. Due to long spin relaxation times
(≈ 1µs) organic semiconductors are promising as active materials in
such devices. We designed interdigitated source and drain stripe con-
tacts made of CoFeB on a highly doped silicon wafer with a thermally
grown SiO2-layer, serving as gate electrode and isolator, respectively.
The channel resistance should strongly depend on the state of mag-
netisation of the source and drain stripes: low resistance for parallel
and high resistance for antiparallel magnetisation. For stripe widths
of 0.5 and 2 µm, respectively, stable states of parallel or antiparallel
magnetisation were achieved by varying the external B-field, exploit-
ing the width-dependence of their coercive field Hc. At 300K SQUID
results show Hc = 2.4 and 12 kA/m respectively. The next challenge is
the tuning of contact impedance, which is a crucial factor for an ideal
spin injection from the ferromagnetic contacts into the organic semi-
conductor. This work is funded by the DFG Schwerpunktprogramm
1121 on OFETs.

SYOE 8.99 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Instabilities and Dynamic Behavior of the Potential Distri-
bution in Organic FETs — •Christopher Siol, Niels Benson,
Christian Melzer, and Heinz von Seggern — Electronic Materials
Department, Institute of Materials Science, Darmstadt University of

Technology, Petersenstr. 23, 64287 Darmstadt, Germany

Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) has recently been used to in-
vestigate lateral surface potential distributions in the channel of or-
ganic field effect transistors (OFETs). This methodology offers a mi-
croscopic view on electronic mechanisms in the transistor beyond the
macroscopic information of output and transfer characteristics. In this
work, frequency modulated KPFM under ultra high vacuum conditions
is used to measure the surface potential distributions between source
and drain of top and bottom contact pentacene OFETs. The electric
force is detected by measuring the frequency modulation of the can-
tilever oscillation, allowing high lateral resolution. In particular, the
instabilities of OFET characteristics during constant electrical stress
are compared to the changes in the potential distribution. Addition-
ally, the dynamic response of the surface potential on a time-dependent
operation will be correlated with the overall temporal change in the
current.

SYOE 8.100 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Photodegradation of P3HT thin films under various ambient
conditions — •Raphael Gutbrod1, Hans-Joachim Egelhaaf1,2,
Heiko Peisert1, and Thomas Chassé1 — 1University of Tübin-
gen, IPTC, Auf der Morgenstelle 8, D-72076 Tübingen, Germany —
2Christian-Doppler-Lab for Surface-Optical Methods, Konarka Aus-
tria GmbH, Altenberger Str. 69, A-4040 Linz, Austria

Poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) is one of the most promising semicon-
ducting materials for applications in organic field effect transistors
(OFET). To improve the device performance, it is necessary to control
the film morphology, its structure and the interface between insulator
and active layer. An important parameter in terms of commercial use
is the device lifetime. It is known, that photodegradation of P3HT in
air reduces its semiconducting properties and thus the lifetime. There-
fore, exact understanding of this process is important for further device
optimization. The photooxidation of spin-coated P3HT thin films un-
der various ambient conditions was studied using UV/Vis spectroscopy
and the resulting oxidation products were characterized by X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS). We observed an increased oxidation
time in presence of water. Furthermore, an influence of different sub-
strates on the phenomenon was noticed. An insulator as top coating
layer increases the oxidation time of the P3HT thin film as it works
as diffusion barrier for oxygen and water. To understand the process
on a molecular point of view, a possible reaction mechanism for the
photodegradation is discussed.

SYOE 8.101 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Organic FETs with high-κ dielectric — •Florian Roth, Kerstin
Keller, and Michael Huth — University Frankfurt, Max-von-Laue-
Str. 1, 60438 Frankfurt am Main

Organic thin films of small molecules such as CuPc or BEDT-TTF
(ET) were grown by organic molecular beam deposition. Using an
in-situ shadow mask technique field effect transistors in the inverted
MISFET structure were prepared. To investigate their electronic prop-
erties for charge carrier densities up to 1013cm−2 in the active layer
a high-κ dielectric layer was employed. In this context SrT iO3 lay-
ers were grown by rf-sputtering and characterized by x-ray diffraction.
Furthermore, their temperature dependent dielectric properties were
determined.

SYOE 8.102 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Effects of capping on the thermal and long-term stability
of organic thin film transistors — •Stephan Meyer1, Ste-
fan Sellner2, Gerhard Ulbricht2, Frank Schreiber2, Helmut
Dosch2, Matthias Fischer1, Bruno Gompf1, and Jens Pflaum1 —
1Physikalische Institute, Universität Stuttgart — 2MPI Stuttgart

The thermal robustness of organic semiconducting layers and their
long-term performance determine their applicability in organic elec-
tronics. To address these issues we have performed studies on pen-
tacene thin film transistors (TFTs) with and without encapsulation.
The capping layer is realized by a ∼100nm thick sputtered layer of
aluminum oxide or by a ∼3µm polymer layer of poly-para-xylylene.
A field-effect can be demonstrated for both capping materials up to
temperatures of ∼140◦C, which is about 50◦C above the desorption
point of uncapped pentacene thin films on SiO2. A complex behavior
of the temperature dependent hole mobility can be deduced from the
TFT characteristics, indicating that the device operation at elevated
temperatures is predominantly limited by the transistor structure and
not by the organic material. Comparative studies on the long-term
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stability of the electronic TFT properties will be discussed for both
capping materials.The microscopic mechanisms resulting in the struc-
tural breakdown of the pentacene layer have been analyzed by thermal
desorption spectroscopy and temperature dependent x-ray diffraction.
The thermally induced breakdown will be discussed also for other ma-
terials such as diindenoperylene [1].
[1] S. Sellner, et al., J. Mater. Res. 21

¯
, 455 (2006).

SYOE 8.103 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Influence of the end cap chain length of Dn6T on OFET char-
acteristics — •Benedikt Gburek, Torsten Balster, and Veit
Wagner — International University Bremen*, P.O. Box 750 561,
28725 Bremen, Germany *Jacobs University Bremen as of spring 2007

Comparative in- and ex-situ studies have been performed on or-
ganic field-effect transistors (OFETs) with the oligomers dihexyl-
sexithiophene (DH6T) and didecyl-sexithiophene (DD6T) as organic
channel materials. These two end-substituted oligothiophenes with the
same number of thiophene rings differ only by the length of their alkyl
end-chains. While DH6T is one of the best-known materials in OFET
research, the similar DD6T is a rather new and promising material
due to the transition into a liquid crystal phase at 108 ◦C. In this
phase, DD6T is supposed to show larger crystals, thus offering better
conduction properties.

The charge carrier mobility of DD6T shows a stronger increase with
increasing temperature (49 % in 45 ◦C) for room temperature grown
films than DH6T. In addition, the slope of the DD6T mobility vs.
temperature curves increases around 100 ◦C, which corresponds to the
transition into the liquid crystal phase. After cooling down of the sam-
ple, the mobility has the same value as before the thermal treatment,
indicating a reversible phase transition. For room temperature de-
posited DD6T films, a lower charge carrier mobility (0.02 cm2/(Vs))
has been measured than for DH6T films (0.033 cm2/(Vs)). On the
other hand, DD6T transistor characteristics exhibited higher stability
upon exposure to air than those of DH6T.

SYOE 8.104 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Inversion of micro-patterned polymer surfaces based on bi-
component polyelectrolyte layers — •Alla Synytska1, Man-
fred Stamm1, Stefan Diez2, and Leonid Ionov2 — 1Leibniz Insti-
tute of Polymer Research Dresden, 01069 Dresden, Hohe Strasse 6,
Germany — 2Max-Planck-Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Ge-
netics, Pfotenhauerstrasse 108, 01307 Dresden, Germany

Micropatterned surfaces are of considerable importance for microelec-
tronics, printing technology, microfluidic and microanalitical devices,
information storage, biosensors, etc. However, once a pattern is gener-
ated it cannot be easily changed on the fly. Therefore, it is desirable to
develop methods for fabrication of structured surfaces with switchable
and rewritable patterns.

In the present study, we report on the fabrication of micropatterned
surfaces which allow the switching of topography, wettability, and
charge in an inverse manner. The concept of these stimuli-responsive
surfaces, which are made by a combination of photolithography, lift-
off and grafting to techniques, is based on the site-selective grafting of
two oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. Depending on the pH of the
surrounding one kind of the polymer chains is swollen (charged and
hydrophilic) while the other is collapsed (uncharged and hydropho-
bic). The main advantage of such surfaces is their capability of inverse
switching, for example hydrophilic patterns can be reversibly converted
into hydrophobic ones and vice versa, via external stimuli.

SYOE 8.105 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Nonlinear I-V Characteristics of Nanoparticle Compacts
and Nanocomposites — •Simone Herth1,2, Xiaoping Wang1,
Teresa Hugener1, Henrik Hillborg3, Tommaso Auletta3, Linda
Schadler1, and Richard Siegel1 — 1Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
tute, Troy, NY, USA — 2Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany —
3ABB AB, Corporate Research, Schweden

Materials with nonlinear I - V characteristics are commonly used as
field grading materials. In many cases, the non-linearity is achieved
through the addition of equiaxed fillers to a polymer matrix. These
composite field grading materials are optimized in terms of non-
linearity, conductivity, and breakdown strength. One limitation in
designing new field grading materials is a robust understanding of the
relationship between powder morphology, composition and electrical
characteristics of the powder, as well as a robust understanding of the
relationship between powder conductivity and non-linearity and com-
posite non-linearity. In this work, treatment of ZnO powder with a

SnF2 solution resulted in a powder that yielded highly non-linear be-
havior. The highest non-linearity was achieved for powders with at
least two different phases and a rough surface, as indicated by trans-
mission electron micrographs. In contrast, the non-linearity of the
nanocomposite conductivity is mainly determined by the conductivity
of the nanofiller. The electrical behavior of the non-linear powder can
be understood by a polarization of the nanoparticles at the interfaces,
whereas the nonlinearity of the nanocomposites can be explained by a
tunnelling mechanism between two particles.

SYOE 8.106 Tue 18:00 Poster B
Conformational disorder of conjugated polymers — Sebastian
Westenhoff2, •Wichard Beenken1, Arkady Yartsev3, and Neil
Greenham2 — 1Technische Universität Ilmenau, FG Theoretische
Physik I, Postfach 100565, 98684 Ilmenau, Deutschland — 2Cavendish
Laboratory, University of Cambridge, Madingley Road, Cambridge
CH3 0HE, United Kingdom — 3Lunds Universitet, Kemisk Fysik, Box
124, 22100 Lund, Schweden

Conformational disorder of conjugated polymers is an important is-
sue to be understood and quantified. In this paper we present a new
method to assess the chain conformation of conjugated polymers based
on measurements of intrachain energy transfer. The chain conforma-
tion is modeled on the basis of monomer-monomer interactions, such as
torsion, bending, and stretching of the connecting bond. The latter two
potentials are assumed to be harmonic, while the torsional potential
was calculated by density functional theory using B3-LYP functional
with the SVP basis set. The energy transfer dynamics of excitons
on these chains are quantitatively simulated using Förster-type line-
dipole energy transfer. This allows us to compare the simulated ground
state conformation of single polymer chains to ultrafast depolarization
experiments of poly [3-(2,5-dioctylphenyl)thiophene] in solution. We
identify torsional rotation as the main contributor to conformational
disorder and find that this disorder is mainly controlled by the energy
difference between syn and anti bonds. [J. Chem. Phys. 125, 154903
(2006)]
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Oxidation is one of the main degradation problems in conjugated poly-
mers. Stimulated from the recent experimental report of optical prop-
erties of charged oligofluorenes [Fratiloiu, S; et al. J. Phys. Chem. B
2006, 110, 5984-5993], we studied the electronic structure and optical
properties of neutral and charged oligofluorenses with and without the
keto-defect by time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT).
Using 2D site and 3D cube representations of the density matrix, we
found the vertically and relaxed excited states (i.e. absorption and
emission) for the neutral species being like Frenkel-excitons. For both
charged species, however, the first excited states represent spatial os-
cillations of the electron-hole pair over the whole oligomer chain. A
single keto-defect forming a central fluorene-9-on monomer strongly
affects the excited states of the neutral and anionic oligo-fluorenes by
getting strong charge-transfer character, while those of the cation are
nearly unchanged.
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We report on the adsorption of amino functionalized CdTe nanoparti-
cles on Poly(acrylic-acid) (PAA) polymer chains, tethered by one end
to an underlying substrate in a polymer brush configuration. PAA
brushes were prepared on silica substrate via *grafting to* method
and 2-aminoethanethiol stabilized CdTe nanoparticles (2-4 nm) were
prepared using the reaction between Cd2+ and NaHTe under specific
reaction conditions. Functionalized particles were found to get ad-
sorbed on the brushes by the physical interaction between carboxylic
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groups of PAA polymer chains and amino groups of CdTe nanopar-
ticles. Presence of CdTe nanoparticles on the polymer brushes was
confirmed by the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS) and Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy.

Switching of the modified PAA brushes by changing the pH of sur-
rounding media, explore the use of this system in the fabrication of
the sensors.


